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www.psychicconsultant.org 
See video

Rev.  Albert J.  Bowes

Cassadaga

Readings:
Personal or Business  

Scientifically  proven accuracy.
He has taught Parapsychology 1 & 2 at 

the University of Florida

Intuititive Life Coach
Psychic Detective

By appointment
386-228-3209 
11:30am-5pm
Seven days a week
In person or by phone

Albert has 
sucessfully 

worked with law 
enforcement, 

archeologists, oil 
companies, etc. 

Found lost boats, 
airplanes, persons, 

etc. 

Was invited to 
Russia where 
he took part in 
research with 
psychics and 

scientists.

Read credentials, testimonies and “Visions 
of Time”, book written about  Albert from a 

research program on his abilities, conducted 
in a four year study by Dr. David Jones.

Friend him
 on Facebook

Intuitive Guidance:
Personal or 
Business
Career changes

Education

Family issues

Personal 
empowerment
Increase emotional 
happiness
Less stress
More energy

Albert was a Project Manager and Lecturer for the Edgar Cayce Foundation and their Association for 
Research and Enlightenment. Albert also hosted a year-long TV show, “Society of Holistic Healing” on 
TV Channel 3, and has made appearances by invitation on “The Carol Nelson Show”, on WFTV Channel 
9 in Orlando, and “PM  MAGAZINE” WCPX Channel 6.  Albert was invited to Russia to study the para-
normal, where he worked with a team of Psychics, Researchers and Scientists. 

He has worked with a wide variety of professionals, including Archeologists, Research Scientists, Detec-
tives, Doctors, Surgeons, Oil Companies, and many other individuals, both professional and private. He 
is the founder of The Society for Holistic Living, which advocates the incorporation of Body, Mind and 
Spirit, working toward completeness in life. He has taught University level Parapsychology 1 & 2 for the 
University of Florida, and his Anthropology work is still being taught in Universities.  

Albert was the subject of the internationally published book “VISIONS  OF TIME”, to make the world 
aware of the scientific possibilities for using psychic gifts. Albert’s gifts have been validated by double-blind 
testing by a University Professor in a four-year research project.  Albert’s work has included successful 
projects with NASA & the FBI, to working on academic projects, to finding missing persons, sunken ships.  



See video at 

www.aaanelliecassadagatherealone.com

Nellie 386-228-0168

PsychicMedium

Go to my website to see 
what my clients say, 
click “Testimonies”

Reading 
seven days 

a week

Call 
for 

Appts

8am-8pm

TESTIMONIAL: I appreciate the time you spent with 
me. The concert I was having such a hard time remem-
bering was Patti LaBelle -- that was Kenny’s favorite 
singer. It’s funny this particular event came up in the 
reading Sunday because Sunday and Monday are the 
Mexican celebration for departed loved ones -- I was just 
wondering to myself what the greatest moment we had 
together in our short 4 years together, and for some rea-
son I didn’t think of this concert. This WAS definitely our 
best activity together and it took me coming to see you to 
remind me of that. Thank you for the piece of mind you 
have given me.  Chris Choate   Tampa, FL

TESTIMONIAL:  Hello Nellie, You told me many 
personal things about family and friends that only 
I knew about, also about changes that would 
happen that would effect my business.   One by 
one the changes did start  happening just as you 
described. You have a wonderful gift.  Janette  

TESTIMONIAL: Nellie, you said 
some things about an uncle my 
mother had that I never knew about. 
You mentioned he was a musician, 
and he was very well known. The 
next day I called my mom in Hungary 
and she started to cry, she verified 
everything you said. I never knew he 
existed up until you told me about 
him. At the time of the reading, you 
told me that he was there with me, 
it was a life turning experience for 
me.Thank you so much Nellie. Klara

TESTIMONIAL: Hi Nellie: You told me that my gr gr 
mo Gaetano Salito came from the Bari area  I found a 
young relative named Roberta Salito from the Salerno 
area and she will contact me about the family. There 
are many relatives from Bari area and the Salerno 
province.  In Bari are the names of my family members: 
Grimaldi,Salito, Amodeo, and guess what  the Fama 
family into whom my son Charlie, married!  Eileen Deer   

TESTIMONIAL:  Nellie, I loved your message, 
and got lots of info from it, now the hard part. put 
it into practice. thank you so much very much for 
sharing your wisdom with me and others. 

TESTIMONIAL: I can not describe what happened to 
me today but I am at peace with myself after a very long 
time! You took me in 1/2 hour early today and made 
time for a friend and you spent extra time with me!! Feel 
like I won the lottery! I feel like the biggest dark cloud 
has been taken away from my life.  I can not describe 
the happiness I feel - no words to describe the peace of 
mind I have! I do not remember so much peace! Some 
day I will write and explain more but just can’t put it into 
words right now!  THANK YOU!  I will be back!!! Maggie

TESTIMONIAL: Before I met Nellie I had been to Cassadaga a few times 
in the past to get readings.  In the past the readings we ok but not too spe-
cific. This time was different. When I got my first reading I had been going 
through many health and issues in my life. Nellie gave very useful info that 
was specific including dates and outcomes.  Most of her predictions have 
come true, even the ones that seemed unlikely.  I am very grateful to her for 
both her reading and her compassion.  If you are ever in Cassadaga and 
want an accurate reading set up an appt to meet with her. 



Admin@TheNewWay.us   

321-458-7956

The New Way POD
 The Aquarian Building 
238 Peachtree St in Cocoa 
www.thenewway.us

Rev. Mark 
Pasqualino

Come find what 
you’re missing

10:30am
Sunday 

morningS
Sunday 
Services 
10:00 am

Listen to our Sunday talks online
www.unitymerrittisland.org 
4725 N. Courtenay Parkway
Merritt Island, Florida 32953
321-452-2625           Email info@unitymerrittisland.org

MINISTER 
Rev. Rose M.  

Whitham

Wat  P u n yaWa n a r a m
Brevard County’s Learning Center Of The Buddha’s Teaching, Meditation And Thai Culture

4490 Aurora Road Melbourne 321-255-1465  www.watpun.org

Visiting Hours: 7AM to 8PM Daily
Meditation 7 to 8AM * 7 to 8PM Daily
Thrift Shop:Wed to Sun 9AM to 4PM
Thai Food Served Sunday 10AM - 2PM

We are predominately Thai but many from other 
cultures join us. We have several Monks and Nuns 

of the Dhammayut Order in residence.

2401 n. Harbor City Blvd
melbourne, FL 32935

321.254.0313
To welcome 

all people and 
experience 

our oneness 
with God

Rev.  Beth Head welcomes you

SUNDAY Services 
9:30 and 11:00am

Sunday school at 11:00am 
Child care both services

Join us in 2016 ~ A Journey of Spiritual Discovery

Come check out our new location on US1

ACTIVATE THE POWER OF YES – SUNdAY MAY 1ST  9:30 & 11:00AM.  Reverend Beverly 
Molander  Get the Energy Going to Bring in Your Good! Based on her Unity Online Radio 
program, “Affirmative Prayer – Activating the Power of Yes”, Rev. Beverly shows how you can 
use this effective tool to have better relationships and live a fuller life. For starters, try saying 
Yes more often than you say No! 

PLANNING AHEAd FOR A HEARTFELT MEMORIAL SERVICE – SUNdAY MAY 1, 1-2:30PM.  
Join Rev. Beverly Molander and dave Savage for this workshop to help you act vs. react when 
faced with end-of-life situations. Suggested Love Offering $15 – no one turned away! You will 
receive a to-do list of practical activities for planning a Memorial Service.

LIVING ANd dYING IN GRACE – WEdNESdAY MAY 4TH 6:30-8:30PM. We will watch and 
discuss a webcast with Kathleen dowling Singh and Richard Rohr.  These masterful teachers 
will be speaking about the grace in dying – both in our small daily deaths to the false self and 
in our final breaths.

MOTHER’S dAY – SUNdAY, MAY 8TH Join us for service & waffle breakfast after both services.
 
EPIC KIdS SUMMER CAMP AT UNITY OF MELBOURNE – 2 SESSIONS
JUNE 13-17 ANd JULY 18-22, 9AM-4PM EACH dAY (before and after care available for 
additional fee).  Camp is for children. ages 8-14.  Cost $149 discount for advanced reservation, 
price $175 once discount expires. Give your kid(s) an amazing and fun week doing activities 
like crafts, music, yoga and other positive mind expanding activities while they also learn 
to improve their social and self-awareness!  Space is limited, register today!  For info or to 
register, email info@epicrenewal.com or go to http://epicrenewal.com/epic-kids-summer-camp/ 

COMING IN JUNE – Summer Wednesday Worship 
Series – 13 weeks Wednesday 10:00AM or 7:00PM 
beginning June 8th PRAYING WITH THE 12 POWERS: 
Claiming The Superhero Within. Join us.

ONGOING CLASSES
The Law of Attraction Meet-up Group Tuesdays 
6:30pm Love Offering For info contact Karen Steil at 
karen@karensteil.com

ONGOING EVENTS
Noon Prayer Service Tuesdays and Thursdays 
Fridays – 10:30am Qi Gong 
First Sunday of the Month - Reiki Healing Service 
12pm  
Third Sunday of the Month – mini service at 
WAVECREST 2:30pm
Thursdays – Meditation with Jenny 7pm
Second and Fourth Thursdays – Club CHIP 6pm
Second Friday Night – Craft Night 6:30pm – bring 
your unfinished projects to work on
Third Friday Night – Game Night 7:00pm      



HORIZONS MAGAZINE is distributed FREE each month to 200+ bookstores 
and health food stores throughout Florida, as well as by subscription.   
HORIZONS is designed to inspire, educate and entertain those who are 
exploring the body/mind connection and seeking spiritual solutions to 
everyday life.        

ARtIclE SubMISSION: You may submit articles of up to 900 words on any area 
of personal growth and practical spirituality to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com. time 
sensitive articles must be submitted 4-5 months in advance.   
Any article that promotes a particular person, product, service or event is 
considered an ad and paid for.    

the views expressed in Horizons Magazine are those of the authors and not necessarily 
those of its publisher or advertisers.   We do not necessarily endorse the ideas or 
products of our advertisers, but we honor their right to offer them.   We reserve the right 
to edit material for space and content.  Horizons Magazine © 1997 Andrea de Michaelis

The greatest 
optical illusion is 

separation

Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com
Email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com 
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  “And the day came when 
the risk to remain tight in 
a bud was more painful...   

than the risk it took to 
blossom.”   Anais Nin

Horizons thanks 
everyone willing
 to take the risk
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Email Horizonsmagazine@aol.com

321-750-3375 cell/text

BeST Ad rATeS And diSTriBUTion 
of any spiritual growth magazine in Florida.     

We’re distributed monthly to 200+ bookstores 
and health food stores all over Florida, as well as
 by private subscription.  See pages 22-25 to see 

where HOrIZOnS maGaZInE is distributed

For good advertising results, studies show 
it takes a reader 3-4 times seeing a new ad 

before it is noticed and acted on.   
By the 4th ad, readers begin to call.

Payment is due by the 10th with 
your ad

diSPlAy Ad SizeS
Full page ad is 7.25” wide by 9.5” tall
1/2 page 4.25” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by 3.5” wide
1/3 page 2.8” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by  2.3” wide
1/4 page 4.25” tall by 3.5” wide or 2” tall by 7.25 wide
Business card ad is 2” by 3.5”
Small strip ad is 1” x 3.5”

By Rev.  Tom Sannar
http://oneheart-onemind.org      Email dr.tomsannar@gmail.com

1.   recognition - God is First.   I recognize that there 
is an Infinite Power and Presence greater than I am.   This  
Presence is on purpose and knows the answers to all of my 
questions and has the ability and the willingness to fulfill all 
of my desires.      

2.   Unification.     I unify my consciousness with the 
consciousness of God.   I am willing in total faith and trust to 
allow Spirit to guide me and direct me in my daily affairs.

3.   Willingness To Change.   I am willing to assess my life, 
to honestly look at and face all my fears.

4.   dominion.   I take dominion and responsibility for my 
life.    I give up blame and  judgment.   I accept myself and all 
others.

5.   i  live on Principle.    I know that I am a Spiritual 
Being.   I live my life with honesty and integrity.

6.   i  live on Purpose.     I am willing to commit to the 
process of purposeful living.   As I discover my purpose and 
live it with courage, I am transformed.

7.   Forgiveness.    I forgive myself for any past mistakes 
and I forgive all others who I think have harmed me.

8.   Positively Present.     I maintain a positive attitude, 
regardless of what is occurring in my life.   I  know that 
behind every seeming crisis, there is opportunity for good.      
 
9.   Persistence.    I persist through faith.   I maintain focus 
and discipline.

10.  Service.    I know that the floodgates of opportunity 
open wide by my giving myself in unconditional service to 
others.      

11. Gratitude.     I am
 grateful for my life and all 
aspects of my life.  I see all 
people as the goodness of 
Spirit in form.

12. Tithing.    I come to 
understand and embody the 
principle of tithing, so that 
I freely and unconditionally 
give one tenth of my time, my
 treasure, and my talent to my
 spiritual source.

12 Steps of 
Spiritual Freedom

Mail ad with payment to
HOrIZOnS maGaZInE
575 Escarole Street SE

Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802

Classifieds $2.00 per word        page 17
Calendar $.50 per word.           page 18 
Phone Directory $5 per line       pages 22-25

Ad size               1 month     3 months               6 months
Small Strip Ad      $ 50 $120  $180
Business card  $ 75  $210  $390
1/4 page           $225 $540  $960
1/3 page         $240 $600  $1110
1/2 page         $350 $900  $1560

Full page        $485     $1275    $2250
Back page  $625 $565  $475 Unavailable
Inside back   $525 $1395  $2400
Inside front $550   $1455   $2550
Page 3      $550     $1455  $2550
Page 4  $450 $1200  $2100
Front cover  $900 (Restrictions apply)

as of Feb 2016 all pages are color, so above prices have been adjusted to reflect color 
prices.  ad rates posted before Feb 2016 said “add 25% for color” so no more math.

              *you must prepay to get discount
              Example: Small strip ad for 6 months is $180 prepaid

Full page ad for 6 months is $1,800 prepaid   
Broken contracts receive full advertising credit

We accept all credit cards 
and PayPal online
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diSPlAy AdverTiSinG rATeS

you are loved and 
guided more than you 

can imagine



ThIs monTh’s 
ThoughTs 

abouT 
ThIngs...

Andrea de Michaelis
Publisher in 2016

“In the company of one who is living 
Love, you can’t help but spring into 
that Love.”  - Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

...continued on page 28...
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hello and welcome to the may 2016 edition of 
horizons magazine.  This month we have articles on the 
Near Dear Experience (NDE) by Anita Moorjani, Suzanne Giese-
mann, Laurin Bellg, M.D. and Maggie Callanan, who will all be 
speakers at the International Association of Near Death Stud-
ies (IANDS) Conference July 28-31 in Orlando, FL. See their 
articles, the ad on page 8 and go to neardeathconference.com 
for info

IT’s ComforTIng To know we geT
 more Than one lIfeTIme

Sometimes I forget who I’m talking to. I was in the yard and 
a neighbor stopped to chat. She explained her head scarf was 
because she was losing her hair from chemo. I said “Modern 
medicine is amazing.” She said her prospects were not good. I 
said, “Then it’s great we have more than just one life, so when 
one body wears out we get another and another, lifetime after 
lifetime.” She stared at me and asked, “Where on earth did you 
get such an idea?” “Oh, it’s the only thing that makes sense.” I 
said. “It gets interesting when we wake up and realize that we 
are all part of something bigger and we all get never-ending 
lifetimes to do it all in. Think about it.”

In the work I do, my experience is we exist in our consciousness 
-- in our mind -- which is why “we” don’t die when the body and 
brain dies. “We” don’t have to have a body in order to exist and 
be productive. CAN YOU DIG IT? Would God intervene to pre-
vent the caterpillar from becoming a butterfly, a tadpole from 
becoming a frog? Would He stop an acorn from tearing apart in 
order to grow into an oak? 

The surface shell dies away, our essential self remains alert and 
conscious inside, ready to awaken into the next dream. 

Mon - Fri 10am-6pm
Saturday 10am-5pm
Sunday 11am-3pm

Visit BookAndBeadOutlet.com   See coupon at website for day of fair

Love? Money? Travel? Learn what 2016 holds in store for you. 

PSyCHiC FAir
$12 for a 10 minute mini-reading: 
Rune Readings by Daena Croghan: Psychic readings
Tuning Fork Healings by George Stankus MA13729 
Kathryn Flanagan: Psychic Readings, Reiki Master 
Ellen Doreen: Palm Readings for past, present, and future 
Kim Danbert: Psychic-Medium Tarologist, Aura Portraits
Maria Torano: Psychic, Medium, Life Readings, Cross-Over Readings
Aura Photos by Kim Honnell $20
Astrology with Leslie Marlar

Book And BeAd oUTleT
Hundreds of  Books, Beads, Tarot decks, gifts

950 n. Courtenay Pkwy
merritt island, FL 32953

321-453-2665

SUndAy
May 8th

Mother’s day!
11am - 4pm 
MerriTT 

iSlAnd, Fl
Behind McDonald’s 
just north of 520

next fair is July 17th



...continued on page 27

In 2006, Anita Moorjani fell into a coma 
as she lay dying of end stage cancer. She 
had a near death experience. You can read 
her story at http://www.anitamoorjani.
com/ Anita will speak at the International 
Association of Near Death Studies Confer-
ence July 28-31 in Orlando, FL. Go to 
neardeathconference.com

This is the original nDe descrip-
tion that anita moorjani submit-
ted to The near Death research 
foundation in august 2006. The 
owner of the site, Dr. Jeffrey Long, an 
oncologist, contacted Anita within hours 
of her submitting it, asking follow up 
questions, which are below the experi-
ence description. Shortly after, this 
story went viral, spreading to hundreds 

of thousands of people all over the world via email.

The Day I CrosseD over

“I had end stage cancer (Hodgkin’s Lymphoma), and was being 
cared for at home. I was connected to an oxygen tank, and had 
a full time nurse. But on this morning, February 2nd 2006, I did 
not wake up.”
 
I had fallen into a coma. My husband called my doctor who 
said I needed to be rushed to hospital. The senior oncologist 
looked at me and told my husband that it was now the end, 
and that my organs were now shutting down. I would probably 
not make it beyond the next 36 hours. However, the oncologist 
said he would do whatever he could but prepared my husband 
that I would most likely not make it, as my organs were no 
longer functioning. They determined this because my body 
started to swell up, and I had open skin lesions. They started 
me on a cocktail of medication on a drip, and poked me with 
tubes and pipes for nourishment, drugs and oxygen.

ClarITy of ConsCIousness

I thought that I was drifting in and out of consciousness during 
this time, because I was aware of everything that was going 
on around me. But it was confirmed to me later by my family 
and the doctors that I was in a coma the whole time. I saw and 
heard the conversations between my husband and the doc-
tors taking place outside my room, about 40 feet away down 
a hallway. I was later able to verify this conversation to my 
shocked husband. Then I actually “crossed over” to another 
dimension, where I was engulfed in a total feeling of love. I 
also experienced extreme clarity of why I had the cancer, why 
I had come into this life in the first place, what role everyone 
in my family played in my life in the grand scheme of things, 
and generally how life works. The clarity and understanding I 
obtained in this state is almost indescribable. Words seem to 
limit the experience – I was at a place where I understood how 
much more there is than what we are able to conceive in our 
3-dimensional world. I realized what a gift life was, and that 
I was surrounded by loving spiritual beings, who were always 
around me even when I did not know it.
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The Day I CrosseD over

PATHS TO 
HEALING & WHOLENESS

ORLANDO, FLORIDA  |  JULY 28 – 31 
neardeathconference.com 

INTERNATIONAL FEATURED SPEAKERS
SUZANNE GIESEMANN 

 Evidential Medium 
& Metaphysical Teacher

Author | MESSAGES OF HOPE
Former US Navy Commander

ANITA MOORJANI 
 Near-Death Experiencer 

& Cancer Survivor
Author | DYING TO BE ME

For 10% registration discount, 
use code NDE163 starting April 2016. 

Watch for details on 
www.facebook.com/IANDS.NDE

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
FOR NEAR-DEATH STUDIES, INC

MAGGIE CALLANAN 
 Registered Nurse Hospice Care

National Heart of Hospice Award 
Recipient

Coauthor | FINAL GIFTS

LAURIN BELLG, MD
 Critical Care Physician

Author | NEAR DEATH IN THE ICU

... And Many More 

EXPLORE THE EXTRAORDINARY | 2016

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

320 N. Atlantic Ave Cocoa Beach 32931
enchantedspiritcb@gmail.com  

• Spiritual Guidance
• Archangel Workshops
• Angel Oracle Card Readings  
• Personalized ArchAngel Info
• Chakra Clearing and Balancing

  321-784-2213  

Gemstones • Crystals • Singing Bowls • Incense • Reiki Candles 
Fairy Ornaments • Meditation Cd’s •  Metaphysical  and Spiritual 

Books • Buddhas • Fountains • Angels 

angel gathering house Parties.    
Call enchanted spirit for Details

 the International Association of Near Death Stud-
ies Conference July 28-31 in Orlando, FL. Go to 
neardeathconference.com

We have articles on the near dear epxerience by Anita 
Moorjani
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...continued on page 31...

abraham-hICks 
Abraham is a group of nonphysical teachers, 
speaking their broader  perspective through 
Esther Hicks.    Author of Ask & It Is Given, 
The Amazing Power of Deliberate Intent, 
The Vortex, Where Law of Attraction 
Assembles All Cooperative Relationships and 
NY Times Best Seller, Money and the Law of 
Attraction, visit www.abraham-hicks.com. 

 
Jerry and esther checked into a hotel, and the person 
at the front desk was in a terrible mood. and as esther 
stood there, she couldn’t help but take responsibility 
for her rendezvous point with it. and that even 
irritated her more. It’s bad enough that somebody’s 
being rude, but to accept your responsibility in 
meeting up with them...

And so, Esther thought about it and realized that it was sort 
of where she’d last left her vibration about that hotel, and 
so it was logical. And as she was talking to us about it, she 
was still wanting to say, “But Abraham, don’t you think that 
maybe it would be beneficial for the hotel to know that they 
have a really rude person behind the desk?” And we said, well, 
but which feels better, to pursue that thought, or to choose 
another thought that feels better? And Esther said, “Well, 
yeah, yeah, yeah. But Abraham, don’t you think that under 
these conditions, shouldn’t somebody call somebody? Shouldn’t 
something be done about this?”

The business person in Esther, says, “Well, if my employees are 
mistreating people, I would like to know about it.” And we say, 
no, you wouldn’t. You’re better off not knowing about it. In 
other words, let Law of Attraction shake it all down. You don’t 
have to be the monitor of that sort of thing.

You have one question: Which feels better? Which feels better, 
this thought or this thought? Sometimes that seems like such a 
big thing to choose from, because there are infinite thoughts, 
but there are not infinite thoughts in this moment. In this 
moment, your environment is so perfectly established. In this 
moment, there are only a certain number of thoughts for you 
to consider. Not too many for you to choose.

As you start, on day one, deliberately choosing the thought 
that feels better -- on day two, you will have access to a whole 
different set of choices than you would have if you had not 
made those choices on day one. And on day three, there will 
be a whole different set of choices now available to you -- 
because each day you will have established your Vibrational 
Tone to your pure, positive Source Energy. Until in thirty days 
of playing with this, you can be a living, breathing, eating, 
light being.

unIty LIFE EnrIcHmEnt cEntrE 863-471-1122
10417 S. Orange Blossom Blvd, Sebring, FL 33875
Email unity@vistanet.net       www.unityofsebring.org

Rev. Andy Conyer

1951 Stimson St. 
Jacksonville, FL 32210

(904) 389-3690
 www.earthgifts.com

ROCk SHOP, 
CANDLES, 
INCENSE, 

HERBS, OILS, 
BOOkS, TAROT, 

MORE 
Open Wed - Sunday 10am - 6pm    Closed Monday & Tuesday

niCole BoWMAn 
Member of Best American Psychics

readings for the Soul
1.800.690.4839

www.nicolebowman.biz

Your Health Matters To Us!
A Branch of Leaves & Roots
460 N. Ronald Reagan Blvd

Longwood, FL 32750

Alternative Choices Natural, 
Organic Dried Herbs and Spices, 

Essential Oils And More

321-422-0815

Kornucopia
12093 CR 137 • Wellborn, FL 32094  
Tues thru Fri 10am - 5pm, Saturdays 10am - 3pm  
Antiques, Vintage Collectibles, Chime Candles, 
Sage, Incense, Tarot Cards,  Jewelry, Books, More

386-963-4898 
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herb Corner
 Cecelia Avitabile of The Herb Corner and Learning Center in 
Melbourne FL is a Certified Holistic Health Practitioner with  a Masters 
of Herbalism degree and over 20 years of  herbal experience.  A 
member of American Association of Drugless Practitioners and the 
American Herbalist Guild. Visit www.herbcorner.net 321-757-7522

Certified Master Herbalist & 
Holistic Healthcare Provider on Staff

Hours: Wed-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 11-3
 

277 N. Babcock St., Melbourne
321-757-7522

More than just herbs and herbal classes

www.herbcorner.net 
for articles, recipes, newsletter

The Herb Corner 
and Learning Center

Our Herbal 
Certification Course 
“Reclaiming 
Your Roots”

An in depth study of the 
healing properties of herbs 

from 
June 2016 – November 2016 on alternate 

Saturday mornings or Sundays from 
June 2016 to September 2016.

 Pre registration is required
Cost $300 plus a materials fee of $40 includes 

all printed instruction and materials. A $40 non-

refundable deposit is required for books and 
supplies due by May 25th, 2016 with the balance 

made in fourteen additional installments of $20.  A 
certificate will be awarded upon completion.

Call for more info 321-757-7522
  As a Master Herbalist I will help to start you “on the road” to 
herbalism.  Reclaiming Your Roots provides you with the health-
promoting herbal skills that have nearly been lost to our “modern” 
world.    In 7 months you’ll learn how to treat non-emergency 
health problems, and gain an excellent grounding in the basics: 
teas, tinctures, salves, syrups, compresses.  It also includes 
healthy choices for women, men, children and pets.  You’ll also 
be taking a nature walk at Turkey Creek.  Sign up now for the next 
class.  

Also gifts, jewelry, gemstones, candles, 
Himalayan salt lamps, organic skin care soaps 

and cosmetics, glass and plastic bottles, herbal 
supplies, organic essential oils and diffusers, 

detox foot bath sessions

grindelia’s medicinal uses
Indigenous to the U.S. and Mexico it is also known as 
Gumweed because of its sticky resin from the upper parts 
of this plant. Its leaves are edible raw or cooked but it 
has a strong taste, and its buds and flowers are sometimes 
used to make lozenges. Clinically Grindelia was used from 
1880-1960 in both the U.S. and the U.K. until new laws re-
quired that herbal medicines needed to have their efficacy 
proven in clinical trials.

  Historically Grindelia was used as an antibacterial, 
expectorant, anti-inflammatory and antitussive. In the 
respiratory system it is especially beneficial for coughs, 
bronchitis and whooping coughs particularly in the area of 
thinning and expectorating mucous and phlegm. It is also 
known to relax spasms and constriction associated with 
asthma, emphysema and hay-fever.  In the circulatory 
system it has a calming effect on the muscles of the heart; 
this is beneficial to asthma because asthma is associated 
with an increase in the rate of the heart due to its nervous 
response.

Externally as a compress, poultice or prepared in soap it 
was used by Native Americans and is still used today as a 
remedy for poison ivy. It can be made into a liniment and 
used as an antiseptic wash or lotion to ease dermatitis, 
eczema, to soothe insect bites (including mosquito and 
flea bites), and to help heal burns, varicose veins, bed 
sores and other ulcerations of the skin.  When made into 
a tincture it can be applied to the skin using 1 teaspoon 
tincture to 1/2 ounce water and applied as a wet dress-
ing to ease pain, soothe irritations and to cleanse the 
skin. 

   The actions of this herb come from constituents such as 
kaempferol, quercetin and luteolin these constituents 
inhibit COX-2 an enzyme that is responsible for inflam-
mation and pain. It also contains flavonoids which are 
antiviral and anti-allergic in action along with quercetin 
and apigenin which are anti-histaminic, and grindelic-acid, 
which helps to control infections. Besides these constitu-
ents, it also contains resins that are high in selenium, 
saponins which act as  an expectorant, and tannins which 
are astringent in action, which are beneficial to the respi-
ratory system.

  This herb can be of great benefit to those with respira-
tory problems  such as asthma just be careful not to use 
Grindelia  in  large doses because it may be upsetting your 
stomach and kidneys. 
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wolf’s
message

“If you have ever wanted to read a book that validates immortality 
and communication with loved ones who have passed on, this book is 
an authentic portal to the other side.”  CAROLINE MYSS

wolf Pasakarnis  stood up abruptly and announced 
that he had to go. He stepped out into that late afternoon 
and up the hill he walked. He waited under the tree.  It was 
just the way he had drawn it – the tree and the lightning bolt. 
Wolf arrived at his tree and the bolt came down to claim him. 
And nothing was the same. Mike and Beth Pasakarnis thought 
it was the end of their relationship with their son. Little did 
they know, it was just the beginning.  Months later, medium 
Maureen Hancock, renowned for channeling the dead, found 
Wolf and relayed messages only they could know. The real-
ization that Wolf’s body may have disappeared but that his 
spirit was very much alive filled them with joy and awe.  And 
then, the story leads to Suzanne Giesemann, a medium who 
happened to have lost a step-daughter to a lightning bolt. 
Giesemann began her talk with a story of how her pregnant 
stepdaughter had come to her in a dream prior to her death to 
assure her that she was fine. She was killed by a bolt of light-
ning the following day.
    Giesemann, a Navy commander, was suddenly propelled 
into a world she said she never knew existed.   The next thing 
Giesemann knew, she said she was channeling Wolf’s soul with 
so much proof through the symbols and words she used to relay 
his messages, that even Beth Pasakarnis, a veterinarian and 
prior skeptic, said she had to acknowledge it was for real.
    Giesemann described Wolf with uncanny clarity, Mike said. 
Wolf had a message and, through Giesemann, told his parents 
that he had to die the way he did to draw attention to himself 
so people would listen to what he had to say. He had a lot to 
say.  “I believe his soul came back here to leave his mark, and 
he’s a pretty powerful soul before he even incarnated,” Giese-
mann said. “It’s the story of a young man and the teachings we 
all need to take from his having been here. He came from the 
other side to show us how to go home. We go home through 
the Heart. That’s the bridge between the two worlds. You find 
your way home through the Heart. That is Wolf’s message. I 
capitalize the word ‘H’ when I say that.”
  How do you reconnect with your heart? The story plays out 
almost like a detective novel as the reader learns of the 
mysterious messages Wolf relays, some of which do not make 
sense.  Wolf’s references to places, images, symbols and 
strange words they had never heard turned out to predict 
future events, some of which took place weeks, even years 
later, they said. It would be impossible to detail all of the in-
stances of proof the Pasakarnises said they experienced. One 

such event occurred when Beth was in her office, she said, 
and printing out a bank statement. She turned to realize that 
a large picture of Wolf smiling was slowly printing instead. 
Shaken and crying, she said she and Mike spent hours trying to 
locate this photo of him they had never seen before, and fi-
nally found it buried in an obscure file on the computer. There 
was no rational explanation for how it had printed. Mike said 
that on a human level they determined it would have taken a 
total of six steps on the computer for the photo to print.
    Giesemann said Wolf tried to explain to her that humans 
have lost their understanding of who they really are, and that 
the location of who they are is not in the head, which reasons, 
argues, fears and problem solves – the soul is located in the 
heart.
    “Wolf’s Message” dovetails with neurosurgeon Dr. Eben 
Alexander’s book “Proof of Heaven,” in which he tells the 
story of how he lapsed into a coma after suffering from bacte-
rial meningitis, which caused his brain to essentially die. He 
chronicles how he entered a beautiful and loving world with a 
spirit guide before reviving. Doctors and other scientists can-
not explain Alexander’s account, which is extremely detailed, 
because of the scientific position that the soul is really simply 
the brain. Alexander admits in his work as a brain surgeon that 
he, too, held this position, until his brain essentially died and 
he was still there in another, totally loving reality. Alexander 
came to the conclusion Giesemann offers through her com-
munion with Wolf that humans are really spiritual beings, and 
that the brain is simply a filter that allows humans to func-
tion in the temporal and physical world. The important thing, 
according to Wolf, is to follow the heart and not the head, 
Giesemann said, because the heart is the soul and knows what 
the head, ruled so much by fear, does not know, and that is 
that love is the only reality.
     “I give a whole workshop regarding thoughts and on how so 
many of our thoughts are not our own; they are put there from 
loved ones on the other side,” Giesemann said. “We think 
we are having all these thoughts ourselves. It is amazing how 
interconnected we are at the level of consciousness.”

By Emily Clark eclark@wickedlocal.com 

Suzanne Giesemann  will speak at the Inter-
national Association of Near Death Studies 
Conference July 28-31 in Orlando, FL. Go to 
http://neardeathconference.com

Spiritual Services with 
Laura Beers   
Change your Perspective 

Change your Life!
Psychic Medium, 

Motivational Speaker,
Spiritual Certified Coach, Ordained Minister

In Person, Phone, Skype, Groups, will travel

321-751-4766 By appointment
    www.HealyourSpirit2.com 
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sTrIkIng 
sImIlarITy of 
DyIng worDs

By Barbara Brotman, Chicago Tribune reporter blbrotman@tribune.com
Maggie Callanan will speak at the International Association of Near 
Death Studies Conference July 28-31 in Orlando, FL. Go to neardeath-
conference.com

 maggie Callanan, a longtime hos-
pice nurse and co-author of a book 
on dying, said patients often say 
the same things as they approach 
death if they talk, and she believes 
such patients are getting a glimpse 
of life after death. Maggie Callanan 
has witnessed more than 2,000 deaths. In 

27 years as a hospice nurse, the Massachusetts-based author 
and speaker cared for people of all ages and widely divergent 
backgrounds as they reached the end of their lives.

But if they spoke as they neared death, it was often in nearly 
identical terms. They said they could see family members who 
had died. They said their loved ones were waiting for them, 
or telling them it wasn't time yet. They had to get their bags 
together for a trip. They had someplace important to go. They 
had to go home. 

In Callanan's audience at a recent speech to local hospice 
staffers, heads nodded. They had heard the same things. "Ev-
ery day," Mary Spiller, an advanced nurse in palliative care.

Not everyone is communicative before they die; many people 
are too ill or unconscious. And families shouldn't put too 
much emphasis on a dying person's last words or put pressure 
on themselves to be present to hear them, said Dr. Martha 
Twaddle, chief medical officer of the Midwest Palliative & 
Hospice CareCenter.

"Those words and those moments do not define the entirety 
of your relationship any more than being at the bedside when 
they die," she said. "The person might just be sleeping, and 
you might be holding their hands."

When dying people do make such comments, some experts 
on the end of life attribute them to confusion caused by 
the changes in brain chemistry that accompany death. Cal-
lanan thinks otherwise. “People think it's just confusion or 
the drugs," said Callanan, co-author of the book "Final Gifts: 
Understanding the Special Awareness, Needs, and Communi-
cations of the Dying."  "But frankly, the confusion is ours. The 
patient knows what's going on."

Callanan believes such patients are getting a glimpse of life 
after death, which she believes exists. But regardless of the 

explanation, she told her 
audience, she and co-au-
thor Patricia Kelley want-
ed people to know how 
common these remarks 
were and to see them as 
offering important insights 
into patients' spiritual and 
emotional needs and their 
experience of death.

And though her recent 
talks in the Chicago area 
were for health care 
professionals, she thinks 
families should be prepared to hear such comments and to see 
them as openings for meaningful, albeit symbolic and meta-
phoric, communication.  Moreover, she said, these reports are 
intriguing and even comforting.

"Wouldn't you like to learn what dying is like, since you're 
going to do it?" she said. "Our patients are talking while it's 
happening. It's like you're standing there watching a preview of 
coming attractions."

The state she calls "nearing death awareness" is different, she 
told her audience, from near-death experiences, the subject 
of perennial interest and currently of the bestselling book, 
"Proof of Heaven: A Neurosurgeon's Journey into the After-
life," by Eben Alexander. Unlike people who are resuscitated 
and return to health, she said, those who experience nearing 
death awareness do indeed die. But before they do, she said, 
they enter a state of expanded awareness in which they ap-
pear to exist in two states of reality.

This can be confusing to caregivers, she said. She recalled 
getting a frantic phone call from the mother of a patient in his 
20s. In the background, she could hear the young man wailing, 
"Where is the map? I'm lost. I want to go home!"

His parents thought he was confused because they had moved 
him from his bedroom to the first floor. They were hauling 
furniture down from his bedroom to reassure him that he was 
still home. Callanan, at the time new to hospice, also took his 
words literally. But his parents, on reflection, recalled that 
they spoke of heaven as an ultimate home. "His parents went 
in and said, 'You will find the map. You will get home,''' Calla-
nan said. The young man became calm and died within days.

Talking about having to get ready for a trip is common; people 
often use travel metaphors for death, she said. But when it 
comes to destinations, "everyone is seeing a different place."
One man, for instance, was an avid golfer who told her he had 
just gotten an invitation to play a tournament in a foursome 
with his father and two brothers, all of whom were dead.

People shouldn't dismiss such remarks, Callanan said, but use 
them to start conversations. "I said, 'Tell me, do you know 
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sTrIkIng 
sImIlarITy of 
DyIng worDs

where you're teeing off?' He said, 'No, because I don't have my 
things together.''' She interpreted that to mean that he wasn't 
going to die immediately, which turned out be true.

And people shouldn't contradict dying people who claim to 
have seen dead family members, 

"Don't say, 'They're not here.' Ask, 'What are they wearing? 
What do you see? Where are they?''' she suggested. "It really 
helps families … when they get a chance to participate with 
this. It may be one of the last conversations they have."

As for explanations for seeing the dead, they differ according 
to those offering them. "It is so common, it happens with such 
consistency, that I have to believe there is a mystery that we 
just don't understand," said Twaddle, who is also an associate 
professor of medicine at Rush Medical College.

"You can write it off and say it's a hallucination, they're not 
getting enough oxygen in their brain, but no, it doesn't apply 
to many people in these situations. I have to believe they are 
transitioning; they are in a phase we don't understand physi-
cally or metaphysically. And it is profoundly reassuring to see it 
happen."

Dr. Joel Frader, director of the pediatric palliative care team 
at Lurie Children's Hospital and former president of the 
Chicago End-of-Life Care Coalition, considers it a matter of 
science.

"There are some fairly characteristic changes in brain chemis-
try that people have documented as death occurs, whether it's 
lack of oxygen or high levels of carbon dioxide or changes in 
nutrition getting to the brain," he said. "There is some reason 
to believe, as the brain shuts down … that the biochemical 
changes in the brain might very well predispose people to have 
visions.

"I think people who are looking for a way to prove the ex-
istence of God — I personally think they are barking up the 
wrong tree," he said. "Those are matters of faith rather than 
empirical fact. I don't believe we are ever going to be able to 
establish in a definitive way anything of the sort."

Callanan sees these statements by people nearing death as 
spiritual moments that have powerfully influenced her. "For 
the vast majority of people who work in hospice, it's a life-
changing profession," she said. "It's hard really to put your 
finger on what it is, except I'm not afraid. I have no fear of 
dying."

...continued from page 13

“Where Old Melbourne meets the New Age”

  Enchanted Gifts for the 
Mind, Body and Soul

835 East New Haven Avenue
in Historic Downtown Melbourne

(Think Purple)
Monday thru Thursday 10 am - 6 pm

Friday & Saturday  10 am - 8 pm
Sunday Noon - 5 pm

321-952-6789

Crystals,  gemstones, jewelry, salt lamps, drums, 
didgeridoos, singing bowls, books, tarot, CDs, candles, incense, oils, 
herbs, sage, divination tools, statuary & altar items, men &  women’s 

clothing, belly dance accessories, henna, tapestries, peace- promoting 
items, faeries and much more!

 

readings Friday, Saturday, Sunday
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from The hearT

Spiritualism + 
mediumship 

Classes  

Thursdays 
6:30-8:30 pm
$3 members

$5 others

We Welcome All To
Sunday 10 AM services 
1924 Melody lane, Melbourne, Fl 32901

Spirit Messages - Healing Service 
Guest Speakers • Private Readings 

$15/15 minutes after Services

321-728-4738

SpiritualiSt Chapel of Melbourne

  Friend us on Facebook  SCM=SpiritualistChapelOfMelbourne

rev. Dawn casseday

Phone 
readings  
available     

Psychic, Clairvoyant, Medium
Reiki /Energy Healing,Tarot

Past Life Regression Specialist
       

386-478-0341
www.revdawncasseday.com 

caSSaDaGa  

Alan Cohen is the author the new bestseller A 
Course in Miracles Made Easy: Mastering the 
Journey from Fear to Love.  Join Alan in Hawaii 
for a life-changing retreat, Destiny Calls, 
June 10-15. For more information about this 
program, his free daily inspirational quotes, 
online courses, and weekly radio show, visit 
www.alancohen.com.

The Pharaoh CheweD JuICy fruIT 

while visiting egypt, a member our tour group named 
Gloria found an unusual stone at the base of a sacred pyramid. 
The pink, round stone glowed with a mystical light, and as she 
held it in her hand she could feel a special energy about it. She 
wondered if it had been used by ancient priests for healing, or 
perhaps even adorned the headdress of a pharaoh. Immediately 
Gloria stole off to a private place and began to meditate, 
stone in hand. Psychically she asked for images of the sacred 
ceremonies the stone may have once been used for. After a few 
minutes she was amazed to feel that the stone getting softer. 
Visions of alchemy flooded her consciousness; perhaps this stone 
was magic, a shape-shifter, transforming with prayer. 
 As Gloria continued to meditate, the stone became even 
softer, to the point of being slightly gooey.  Gloria could wait 
no longer; she looked down to see what the stone had become, 
only to find long pink strands stretching across her hand. The 
stone was a wad of chewing gum.
 Our minds are powerful indeed, powerful enough to 
connect with God through a wad of chewing gum. What, then, 
is sacred, but that which we use to focalize our sacred thoughts? 
Everything is potentially sacred or profane, depending on how 
we think about it. As Shakespeare said, “thinking makes it so.”
 True alchemy takes place in our minds. We transform lead 
into gold, devils into gods, and fear into triumph, by choosing 
vision that matches our intentions. A mystic finds God in the 
strangest places: As Blake penned, “To see a World in a Grain of 
Sand, And a Heaven in a Wild Flower, Hold Infinity in the palm of 
your hand, And Eternity in an hour.” 
 You and I might be in heaven right now and not even know 
it because we are paying attention to hell. We may be in the 
midst of great love, caring, and healing light.  God may be 
in the person sitting next to us on the bus or the presidential 
candidate we didn’t vote for or even the security guard who 

tickets cars at the airport. God might even be in you as you are. 
 The mind is capable of creating vast yet contradictory 
realities, demonstrable by our experience. A woman with 
multiple personalities was severely allergic to citrus in one 
personality (she would break out in profuse hives), yet utterly 
unaffected by citrus in another personality. A man had diabetes 
in one personality, requiring him to take insulin supplements; in 
another personality he was perfectly healthy; if he took insulin 
in that personality, it would have killed him. Perhaps this man is 
symbolic of all of us, who are healthy by nature, but via societal 
training, have taken on belief systems that make us feel and act 
smaller than we are. 
 The game of life is won by finding beauty and good wherever 
we go, no matter what opinion or appearances would indicate. 
Free will means that we may choose our viewing point on the 
universe and live in the world our view has generated. God has 
decided to explore creation through billions of different vantage 
points (called you and me) for the fun of infinite self-discovery. 
One poet said that “God is a flower that grew a nose to smell 
itself.”  
 The story is told about a man who went to India to find a 
certain saint he had heard about. The man traveled far and 
wide, putting together bits and pieces of information. Finally 
he found his way to an obscure village where a shopkeeper told 
him that indeed the saint lived in that town, where he sat by a 
certain tree.
 Eagerly the pilgrim rushed to the tree and found a man who 
fit the description. When he tried to converse with the man, 
however, the “saint” was disheveled and drunk. Put off by the 
erroneous information he had been given, the pilgrim returned 
to the shopkeeper and complained
 “Oh, that was the saint, alright,” the shopkeeper insisted.
 “But the man was drunk!” the pilgrim protested. 
 “Yes, he does drink a lot. But if you had stayed with him 
for a while, you would have heard great wisdom. You see, he 
is an enlightened soul who had but one more lesson to learn, 
compassion for those who drink. So he took that experience on 
to complete all of his earthly lessons. Besides that one habit, he 
is an utter genius. If you could see beyond that one trait, you 
would have found your saint.”
 And so it is with all of us. As we set out on our new year, we 
recognize that everyone’s garden has both weeds and flowers. 
We all have things about us could be used for condemnation or 
redemption. Nothing is any one way, and everything is a matter 
of viewing point. We make or break our lives with our thoughts. 
Yet God is in everything, and we find God if we look. Who knows, 
maybe the Pharaoh chewed Juicy Fruit? 
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ask whITeDove
Got a burning question? Celebrity Psychic 
and Spiritual Teacher Michelle Whitedove 
is here to help give clarity on topics from 
Archangels to Zodiac.  Lifetime TV named 
her “America’s #1 Psychic” on “America’s 
Psychic Challenge.”  Ask your questions at 
www.MichelleWhitedove.com.  
Join us for Psychic Adventures at Sea 
Oct 22-27, 2016 on luxury liner Royal 
Princess - round trip from Fort 
Lauderdale, FL to Mexico. 
See michellewhitedove.com

Dear whitedove, As I go about my daily life I look for 
signs of guidance.  Recently I’ve noticed that around my little 
neighborhood the birds are chirping more than usual. In fact 
there seems to be many more birds than normal and they are 
especially happy and loud.  I know this is positive sign, but 
what is the meaning?   Bird Watcher in Boca

Dear Bird Watcher, Nature is always talking to us and I’m 
glad that you are listening. Animals and the beauty of their 
calls and songs create a much needed vibration here on 
Earth.  Wild birds sing songs, cats purr and meow, dogs howl 
and bark, lions roar and the list goes on and on. Animals, they 
sing the song of harmony and this vibrational song is vital to 
the balance of nature.   
It’s a great sign when you live in an area that’s teaming 
with nature. The abundance of birds tells that you are in a 
wonderful area where wildlife feels safe and is thriving. It’s 
important that we each do our best to support wildlife and 
foster growth. When wildlife flourishes, so do humans, we 
depend on one another.

Dear michelle. I dreamt of the man that I dearly love a 
few days after his fatal motorcycle accident. He seemed sad 
and even confused. Could this be true? Girlfriend in Galves-
ton

Dear Girlfriend, I’m very sorry for your loss. As a spiritual 
medium I view death as a transition, we drop the physical 
body like an unwanted piece of clothing and move into the 
next phase of our eternal journey. I have witnessed (as some 
sacred texts teach) that a soul can linger 
around his or her loved ones for a few days. 
Many souls go to their own funeral to experi-
ence the adoration and to see friends and 
family gather in their behalf. Our departed 
loved ones know what is transpiring and they 
actually try to comfort the grief-stricken.

Your boyfriend did just that. He hung around 
for a few days and visited you in the dream 
time so that you could interact. He was ex-
pressing his sorrow for leaving you in such 
pain and heartache.  He was fully aware of 
the circumstances of his death, don’t worry 
he was not confused. I’m confident that he 

Native American & Metaphysical Stuff Store
Readings, Crystals, Jewelry, Incense, Smudge

The Purple Rose Trading Co.
Rev. Tina, Owner  
P.O. Box 275 • 1079 Stevens St. Cassadaga, FL 32706
www.cassadaga-purplerose.com          (386) 228-3315

will visit you again during the dream time and you will 
find him to be beautiful and vibrant. Please know that he 
is alive and well on the other side of life. 

Dear michelle, As a teen I would always burn in-
cense: I’ve always loved sandalwood and I’m drawn to 
the sacred scents of Frankincense and cedar too.  I know 
that the Catholic Church uses incense and I’m wondering 
about the deeper importance of its burning?  Hippy Chick 
in Chicago

Dear Hippy Chick,
From a young age you felt the importance of sacred 
smoke, this is an inner knowing from your past life experi-
ences.  Many religions and cultures are steeped in the tra-
dition of using holy smoke; it has great benefits. Sacred 
woods and tree resins when burning will purify your space 
and the air. This creates a peaceful and high vibration-
al environment which is beneficial for prayer work and 
meditation.  As smoke rises it takes our prayers into the 
Heavens and with our pure intent can invoke our Angels 
and Spirit guides. 

If you do a little research on ailments, you’ll find that 
many botanicals such as frankincense and cedar have me-
dicinal and healing properties as well. So you see, burning 
sacred incense is good for the body, mind and spirit. The 
added beauty, it leaves behind a lasting perfume.

Sandra Bianco
Licensed Massage Therapist MA#31943

407-247-6217  
skblmt@gmail.com

2471 Aloma Ave, Ste 201, Winter Park 32792
Providing skilled and compassionate therapy since 2000

Staterooms start at $649/pp. Group rate includes all meals, private welcome reception, 
2 lectures with Messages and a white party with Whitedove. Private readings available.

A Mexican getaway from Fort Lauderdale. Visit the Mayan Ruins of Costa Maya Cozumel
see michellewhitedove.com
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Doreen Virtue is a doctor of psychology and 4th-generation metaphysician who works with angelic, elemental, and ascended-master realms, 
author of 50+ books about angels and  mind-body-spirit issues. www.angeltherapy.com

Doreen vIrTue’s 
angel oraCle CarDs 

arChangel mIChael oraCle 
CarD DeCk “Pay aTTenTIon To 

your Dreams”

Co-incidence is meaningful. If you find yourself reading these words, there is a message for you.

archangel michael 
has been working 
with you during 
dream time to 
help you release 
old fears and 
reach new heights 
of happiness and 
peace. He has been 
teaching you while 
you sleep, providing 
answers to your 
prayers and building 
the foundation for 
your life’s purpose. 

Although you may 
not remember 
these dreams, the 
information resides in 
your subconscious and 
helps you in many ways.

You can access much of Michael’s counsel by keeping a dream 
journal. Any type of notebook will do; keep it by your bed and 
consistently record whatever you remember from the previous 
night’s dreams. You will soon recognize patterns in themes 
and symbolism, which will offer you guidance for your waking 
hours.

Possible specific meanings for this card: Recurring 
dreams are speaking to you – be sure to pay attention. Respect 
and act upon your heart’s desires. Consult a dream expert or 
book on dreams. Make sure you are getting enough sleep. Go 
to bed sober, as chemicals can interrupt REM sleep (dream 
sleep).

Prayer: “Thank you for tucking me into bed tonight and 
helping me enjoy a wonderfully restful night’s sleep. Archangel 
Michael, I invite you into my dreams as my teacher, guide, and 
healer. Please allow me to understand this (describe a specific 
situation) on a spiritual level and give me guidance.”

3491 Pall Mall drive 
Jacksonville, Florida 32257
 http://spiritualuplifts.com

Energy Healing 
Readings
Classes

Join us on 
Facebook

Gifts, Books, Cards, 

Crystals, C
andles, 

Incense, jewelry, 

Salt Lamps, More

904-292-4555

              reverend robyn Stevens
                                                          Card & Spirit Readings   
                                    321-327-8881
                                         rmoondrop@aol.com

Consultant, 
Psychic 
Medium

11781 SE HWY 441, Belleview, FL 34482 
             (the Almeida Plaza)

Crystals, books, tarot, jewelry, candles, essential oils
reaDers on sITe every afTernoon

Find us on Facebook for details       Email: pixieduscrystals@gmail.com

 352-693-4592

'muW/P/1,... _d) 
nte Attsr��Wtw-�aetw� 

II" �-.. SharonLRichards.comwww.SharonLRichards.com



Karen Money Williams is a longtime student 
of the Abraham-Hicks perspective, and she 
and Mark hold Abraham discussion meetings 
in their home in Winter Springs, FL. You can 
join Karen’s “Abraham Fun” group on FB 
and like her FB page, “Soulsongs.”  karen@
karenmoneywilliams.com. 

abraham fun
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____________________________________________________________
heal your lIfe workshoP leaDer TraInIng.  
Become a licensed Heal Your Life teacher in the philosophy of 
Louise Hay. Manuals and materials to lead up to 14 different 
workshops. Our training is licensed by Hay House, Inc and 
approved by Louise Hay. www.healyourlifetraining.com
________________________________________________
Dr. bev, oraCle, Dream InTerPreTaTIon, 
Empathic Counsel, Joyologist, Ordained. Kissimmee, 
St. Cloud FL area 407-957-4044
_____________________________________________________

horIZons
ClassIfIeDs

your listing here for $2.00 per word.   
Email your listing with payment by 10th of  

the month before to 
Horizonsmagazine@aol.com 

Melbourne 
Tuesday, May 3rd
7:00 – 9:30 PM 

Tallahassee 
Thursday, May 5th 

7:00 – 9:30 PM
Tallahassee

Friday, March 6th 
11:30AM-1:30 PM

Gainesville Saturday, May 7th
2:00-4:30 PM 

Orlando Monday, May 9th
7:00-9:30 PM
Jacksonville 

Wednesday,May 25th
7-9:30 PM 

Thursday, May 26th
1-2:30pm and  7-9:30 PM 

Private
Readings 

BY APPOINTMENT

407-247-7823 New!

  www.ifsk.org

To Promote the Religion,
 Science, and Philosophy 

of Spiritualism

IFSK Director 
Marilyn Jenquin

On-GOInG PSycHIc/mEDIum 
SPIrItuaL DEvELOPmEnt 

cLaSSES
www.ifsk.org for locations, times

 dependablepc@earthlink.net                                         
Janice Scott-reeder, AA, BA, druid

Licensed Psychic, astrologer, Broward county, FL
master tarotist, Hypnotherapist, Psychometry, Spirit contact 

954-698-6926  (Coconut Creek 33073)
Facebook: cosmicSalamander or cosmicJanice

Laura * 321-427-6741 * www.heretwohelp.com
Residential Services

Grocery Shopping
Laundry
Emergency Errands
and more…..

Here to make life easier for you!

Laura * 321-427-6741 * www.heretoohelp.com

Residential 
Services

Grocery,Laundry, Here to make life easier for you!
  Errands, and more

  Do you need assistance or just do not have the time?
Laura is here to make life easier for you! 

You can count on quick, courteous, reliable service.    

serving the Palm Bay and Melbourne areas

solving the health mystery

Why does conventional medicine work for some people while 
others regain health through approaches such as Traditional 
Chinese Medicine, Reiki, herbs, or homeopathy? Why are some 
people unable to find any method of treatment that works for 
them?  The mysteries about how and why some people get well 
are solved as I realize that every physical problem is, at its in-
ception, not physical at all. Rather, it has to do with vibration, 
which is a culmination of habits of thought.

If something goes wrong with my body, it means I’ve been giv-
ing sufficient attention to what I don’t like and don’t want that 
I’ve drawn what I don’t like and don’t want into my experi-
ence. And in this case, I’ve magnetized a physical problem. 
The only way to permanently move beyond an ailment is to 
think less about that problem and any others in my life and 
focus more on that which I like and want.

Then, in that frame of mind, I can easily find help from con-
ventional treatments, alternative treatments, or from a mud 
bath, for that matter. Anything that offers an extra dose of 
hope and optimism can now bump me into a vibration where 
sickness can’t survive.  



CalenDar of evenTs
Call to confirm and learn of last minute changes 50c per word, due  the 10th of the month before.   Email 

HorizonsMagazine@aol.com or call 321-750-3375 with credit card info.  No calendar listings taken by phone.  
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Tuesdays 6:30pm MELBOURNE Meetup with the Law of Attraction Believers and Receivers.  We meet at Unity of 
Melbourne, 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd 32935 Call Karen Steil 321-704-5992 for more info. 

Tuesdays and Thursdays MELBOURNE Noon to 1:00pm Prayer Service Unity Church of Melbourne 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd 
32935 321-254-0313 (pg 4)

Wednesdays 7:00pm TITUSVILLE The Spiritual Enlightenment Class at Space Walk of Fame Museum, 303 Pine St. Tvl 32796 
321-543-3674

1st Thursday every month OCALA 6-7:45pm Loving Communication© FREE Intro Class Freedom Public Library 5870 SW 95th 
St. Ocala 858-922-2964 Email fredjkeyser@gmail.com

2d, 4th Thurs MELB/PALM BAY 7pm Wiccan-Pagan Outer Court Classes Church of Iron Oak email scribe@ironoak.org 
321-722-0291

Thursdays, MELBOURNE 7-8:30pm The Artist’s Way with Fred Goodnight at Unity of Melbourne 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd 

Sundays PALM BAY Spiritual Lectures 9am Yoga Shakti Mission 3895 Hield Rd Palm Bay 321-725-4024 www.yogashakti.org

Sundays, FT MYERS  9:15 am and 11am services Unity of Fort Myers, Rev. Jim Rosemergy. www.unityoffortmyers.org

Sundays MELBOURNE 9:30am and 11am Services at  Unity Church of Melbourne 2401 N. Harbor City Blvd 32935  
321-254-0313 (see page 4)

Sundays MELBOURNE 10am Spiritualist Chapel of Melbourne 1924 Melody Lane behind Melb Auditorium 321-266-2117

Sunday MELBOURNE 10am Dharma Talk by Al Rapaport at Open Mind Zen 878 Sarno Rd Melbourne 321-427-3511 
openmindzen.com

Sundays ORLANDO 10am Meditation 10:30am Service Center for Spiritual Living, 709 Edgewater Dr 407-601-1169  

Sundays  COCOA VILLAGE 10am Center for Spiritual Living Space Coast at 602 Brevard Ave 321.474.2030 
www.cslspacecoast.org

Sundays 10:30am NEW SMYRNA Community Unitarian Universalist Church 1108 N. Dixie Highway (US 1) dbcuuc.org 

Sundays MELBOURNE Metaphysicians’ Circle discussion group held 7-8:45pm $3 at Jerry Forney’s, 1357 Palmwood Drive, 
Melbourne, FL 32935 321-259-3822 or 321-543-3915, Email: Storytree1@aol.com

May 21 & 22, 2016 FLAT ROCK, NC 3rd Annual WNC Faerie And Earth Festival 10:00 AM - 6:00 PM $15/Adults, $10/Seniors 
(55+) & $5/Child (5-15) Highland Lake Cove Retreat & Learning Center, 217 Rhett Drive - Flat Rock, NC - 28731 
www.highlandlakecove.com    407-704-2320/John Springer-Visionary Director www.enchantedwalkabouts.com  Silent Auc-
tion  to Benefit Center for Honey Bee Research  www.HoneyBeeResearch.org  www.facebook.com/fairyandearthfestival

Friday May 27 - Sunday May 29th  PALM BAY Ma Mokshapriya Shakti will conduct a Retreat. The theme will be: Compare 
the teachings of  Patanjali’s Yoga Darshan with the teachings of the Bhagavad Gita YOGA SHAKTI MISSION 3895 Hield Rd 
NW Palm Bay  Email yogashaktipalmbay@gmail.com   321-725-4024   Visit www.yogashakti.org (see page 29)
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noTeS 
from the 
Universe

An international tax accountant turned entrepreneur turned writer 
for “the Universe,” and one of the teachers for The Secret, Mike 
Dooley has found his calling.  Mike runs TUT’s Adventurers Club 
and travels internationally, speaking to thousands on life, dreams, 
happiness. Visit tut.com

Spirit and Psychic Readings 
DAENA CROGHAN    330-472-9716  

Phone, Skype, In Person 
Angel Channeling, Reiki  Attunements, Past Life 

Readings, Meditation Assistance, Career  Guidance
www.SpiritAndPsychicReadings.com

High Springs Emporium

Spring Forth the Darling Buds of May!

• Exquisite new jewelry
• Flowering baskets
• Crystal chakra sets
• Corinthian Bells* wind 
chimes
• Phantom quartz generators
• Bicolor lepidolite 
• Aquamarine, emerald, 
morganite and heliodor
• Calcite in all the colors of 
the rainbow

OPEN Mon-Sat 11 am-6 pm and Sunday noon-5 pm
660 N.W. Santa Fe Blvd • High Springs, FL 32643

386-454-8657   
http://highspringsemporium.net

North Central Florida’s ONLY Rock Shop
The most unusual store in town. 

Rocks, Crystals, Gifts, Jewelry 

Green apophyllite on stilbite, Puna, India

It’s the most beautiful time of the year. 
Wildflowers, bird songs and sparkling 

crystals are waiting for you. 

“Honor thy Mother” Celebration for 
Mother’s Day May 7-8th

Free crystal gift for all mothers • Mimosas and chocolate
Relaxing sessions on our BioMat •All jewelry 30% off!

www.drwaynedyer.com

how much longer before you revel in the 
awareness that you are enough, that you’ve 
done enough, and that you’re now worthy 
of your heart’s greatest desires? what has to 
happen for you to give this to yourself? 

no biggie. Just wondering. Take your time. 

   Tallyho, 
       The universe

Leaves 

407-823-8840 
M-F 10-7 
Sat 10-5
Sun 12-5

Email leavesandroots@leavesandroots.com

www.leavesandroots.com
Over 300 herbs & spices in stock

Over 100 top Quality  
Essential & Fragrance Oils

Herbs & Herb Blends in capsules
aromatherapy supplies

Herbal research 
Herbal extracts
Incense, Soaps

Body care
Books

9476 E.  colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32817

& Roots
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near 
DeaTh In 
The ICu

Laurin Bellg, M.D. will speak at the Inter-
national Association of Near Death Studies 
Conference July 28-31 in Orlando, FL. Go to 
neardeathconference.com

AnGelS Unveiled

angelic attunements - may 7 from 1-3pm 
Energy upgrades from the Angels 

Massive healing and powerful shifts

angel channeling - may 21st from 7-9pm
2 energetic mediums channeling Archangels 

Anael and Azrael
Everyone gets message!

MorGAnA STArr 
Psychic Medium

The Angel Communicator ®
Email Morgana@MorganaStarr.com for address and details. One time only pricing!!

Airs May 12th and 26th • 8-9pm EST 
Listen to receive insight from angels on Google tv  & youtube

“Tune in to our ever evolving, hilarious and spiritually uplifting Google TV show. The purpose of our show is to give 
Anael and Azrael the format to share their views on current events,  provide new information, and give guidance 

to the viewers that sign into our live chat room to ask questions.  We frequently interview guests with cutting edge 
material and are always pushing the envelope by discussing controversial issues from an Angelic viewpoint.”

www.MorganaStarr.com  •   www.SpiritandPsychicReadings.com daena Croghan 
Morgana Starr

on december 10, 2015 my book near death in The 
iCU was quietly floated into the world. With very little 
fanfare and only a few postings on Facebook and Twitter, 
suddenly I was receiving a frenzy of feedback from all over 
the world. It seemed I’d struck a nerve. With a spectrum of 
comments making their way to me across social media and 
in person, one thing was clear – the subject of near-death 
experiences was something people wanted to talk about.

“Oh, it’s real,” one doctor told me, as he stopped to chat in 
the ICU workroom one frosty, February morning at the hospital 
where we both work. He shared with me how he’d once escaped 
death by a narrow margin, bringing back with him the life-
changing impact of a near-death experience. “I saw my mom 
who’d already died several years earlier, and she just told me 

it wasn’t my time to die and that I had to return. That changed 
things for me. I’m not afraid to die anymore.” Then lowering 
his voice he looked around carefully before continuing, “But 
you have to be careful who you share that sort of thing with 
around here.”

What also became clear to me, through that brief conversation, 
and from other medical professionals I’ve since chatted with, is 
that despite the increasing presence of the topic in mainstream 
media, medical folks are still shy about openly discussing near-
death experiences. Concern that such a dalliance will affect 
their credibility seems to be the overriding theme for keeping 
such conversations in whispers and shadows. But another 
comment from a former ICU nurse reminded me of why it’s vital 
to continue to shine a light in those dark corners.

The nurse shared with me that during her time caring for open-
heart surgery patients at our institution, occasionally one would 
return from surgery and hesitantly open up, “During my surgery 
something odd happened. I could see the whole thing below 
while I floated up above my body. It was so strange. What was 
that? I’m not sure who to talk to about this?” Exactly!!

Who can they talk to if not us – those caring for them in the 
hospital setting? My hope for this book, and the whole reason 
I wrote it in the first place, is to move the conversation out of 
the shadows and into the broad daylight of everyday patient 
care. It’s important to provide a safe space for those who have 
these anomalous near-death or out-of-body experiences during 
extreme physical states, because for them, “Oh, it’s real!”



Gifts, jewelry, crystals, 
books, tarot, divination 
decks and tools, sage, 

altar items, music, 
readings, aromatherapy
Gemstone mala beads, 
different stones and 
stone sizes, Crystal 

Journey candles, soy 
tealights, spell candles, 

new pendulums different 
stones, pashmina shawls, 
silk scarves, gold  etched 

Reiki wands

Email OwlVisions@aol.com
http://smile-village.com/OwlVisions/

OWL VISIONS
501 Florida Ave

Cocoa Village

321-292-9292

REV. TERRI MCNEELy
Spiritual Advisor

Medium
Reiki Master 

Open Wed - Sat 
2:00pm until ?  

Call First
Ask about Mediumship classes
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The InvIsIble language 
of our boDIes

Dr. Bernie S. Siegel retired from surgical practice 
in 1989 and has since dedicated himself to 
humanizing the medical establishment and 
empowering patients. He is a sought-after 
speaker on patient and caregiver issues.  Based 
on the book The Art of Healing. © Copyright 
2013 by Bernie S. Siegel, M.D. Reprinted with 

permission from New World Library. www.NewWorldLibrary.com

 “Paradoxically, although our brain waves are active during REM sleep, we 
are physically paralyzed…not to mention unaware of our surroundings…
We (and other mammals) are to all appearances defenseless, raising 
puzzling questions about REM sleep’s role from the point of view of 
evolution.”   --  Adrian Morrison in “The Brain On Night Shift”
 
 The real question we must ask ourselves is how 
does the invisible become visible? What is the language 
of creation and of the soul? How do psychics communicate with 
animals, distant individuals, and the dead? What do we see 
when we have a near death experience and leave our bodies? 
How does the community of cells speak to the conscious mind 
about their needs and health? How do we know what future 
plans our unconscious is creating?

The trillions of cells in our bodies are designed to act like a 
community so that our body will be protected and develop in 
the healthiest way possible. Our problems stem not from our 
genes but from our perceptions and attitudes that, through the 
changes they create in our internal chemistry, activate specific 
genes. Our perceptions and attitudes are derived from our 
nature, our nurturing or lack of it, and our subconscious and 
conscious minds.

Children’s brains prior to the age of six are basically in a 
hypnotic state as seen by their brain wave patterns and they 
are particularly vulnerable to messages from authority figures. 
The internal environment controls the body and though 
consciousness can override the perceptions residing in the 
unconscious that is not so easy to do when they are based upon 
a lifetime of abuse, indifference, and a destructive lack of 
nurturing. The unconscious cannot speak to us in words and so 
what is the language of the community of cells? How do they 
coordinate their activity to protect us in times of danger and 
help us to grow and achieve our full potential?

I have yet to meet a medical student or physician who was told, 
during their training, that Carl Jung was able to diagnosis a brain 
tumor from a patient’s dream. Through images and symbols 
the invisible is made visible. We can refuse to acknowledge it 
because we cannot explain it but by doing so we close our minds 
and limit our knowledge. The mechanisms of communication 
through images are meant to be of help to us so that we can be 
aware of healthy and self-destructive behavior thus helping us 
to maintain our health and be aware of our inner wisdom. Even 
the Bible tells us that God speaks in dreams and visions. Images 
are the universal language as revealed in the myths and parables 
of many cultures and religions that share common themes.

The invisible I talk about is what lies within 
us physically, emotionally, and psychological-
ly. Yes, we can be aware of what lies within 
through feelings and symptoms but if we were 
capable of knowing what lies within before a physical afflic-
tion or emotional breakdown awakens us we would all be far 
healthier and the community within each of our bodies would 
be far more likely to thrive than have to struggle to survive.

By taking the lid off the unconscious we can be guided by its 
wisdom and knowledge. It allows us to go within ourselves 
through the use of our images, whether in the form of sponta-
neous dreams, guided imagery, or drawings. None of this was a 
part of my training or belief system when I became a surgeon. 
What has led me to a new understanding of the nature of life 
is my experience. Consciousness is not a local event. I have 
had an animal intuitive locate our lost cat in Connecticut 
while she sat in California. I have had a near death experience 
and know we are more than our bodies. I have had past life 
experiences and had messages from dead patients delivered 
through mediums or through hearing their voices speak to me. 
I did not seek any of these things but I have lived them.

... continued on page 29 ...



alachua County 
(352) gainesville
(386) high Springs
A Rock shop & more
HIGH SPRINGS EMPORIUM               386-454-8657
660 NW Santa Fe Blvd (441) Gemstone Jewelry

BOOKS & GIFTS 
WILD IRIS  WWW.wildirisbooks.com 352- 375-7477
 

CHURCHES
UNITY OF GAINESVILLE      352-373-1030 
8801 NW 39th Ave 32606  www.unitygainesville.org

HEALTH FOODS
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET      352-331-5224 
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET      352-372-1741

Brevard (321)
BOOKKEEPING
ACCOUNTING BY CATHI BRENNAN 321-266-1660

ACUPUNCTURE AND 
LASER LIGHT THERAPY
David Rindge, LAc, DOM, RN       321-751-7001
1601 Airport Blvd, Suite 1 Melbourne, FL 32901 
CooperativeMedicine.com  HealingLightSeminars.com

AROmATHERAPY, 0ILS
HERB CORNER  277 N. Babcock Melb 757-7522 

ASTROLOGER
LESLIE MARLAR                         779-0604 
VLMarlar@aol.com      www.lesliemarlar.com

ASTROLOGY REPORTS
ANDREA de MICHAELIS               $22
3 month Future Prediction Reports
Email horizonsmagazine@aol.com

AUTOmOTIVE  REPAIR
MELLOR’S AUTOMOTIVE   321-956-1997
Visit www.mellorsautomotive.com

 ALpHAbeTiCALLy by CounTy
Place your ad here for just $5 per line.  20 characters per heading, 44 characters per line
Payment due 10th of the month before • Email and Paypal to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com    

our phone Directory...   321-750-3375
BOOKS & GIFTS
AQUARIAN DREAMS  AIA Indialantic    729-9495

BOOKANDBEADOUTLET.COM 950 N. Courtenay 
Pkwy Merritt Island 321.453.2665 50% off bks 

CREATIVE ENERGY                            952-6789
Crystals, Jewelry, Drums, Singing Bowls, Books 
More!    835 E. New Haven Ave downton Melb

ENCHANTED SPIRIT  320 N. AIA CB    784-2213

OWL VISIONS    Rev. Terri McNeely    292-9292
501 Florida Ave Cocoa Village   2-6pm call 1st

BUDDHIST TEmPLE
WAT PUNYAWANARAM 321-255-1465
4490 Aurora Road Melbourne  www.watpun.org

CAFE GLUTEN FREE
THE BALD STRAWBERRY               321-458-5529
1248 Sarno Rd  32935   thebaldstrawberry.com

CHIROPRACTIC
DOCKSIDE CHIROPRACTIC            321-775-3734
Dr. Kevin Poulston BS,DC 1300 Pinetree Drive
Suite #7 IHB 32937  docksidechiropractic.com

VICKI M. MERRICK, DC                 321-952-7004
2060 Palm Bay Rd NE #2, Palm Bay, Fl 32905 

CHURCHES
CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING SPACE COAST 
A Science of Mind Church Cocoa Vlg   474.2030  

THE NEW WAY  www.TheNewWay.us  458-7956

SPIRITUALIST CHAPEL OF MELBOURNE 728-4738

UU Church OF BREVARD  www.uubrevard.us

UNITY OF MELBOURNE 10am Sundays 254-0313
2401 N. Harbor City Blvd Melbourne 32935
www.unityofmelbourne.com 

UNITY OF MERRITT ISLAND             452-2625 
4725 N Courtenay 32953unitymerrittisland.org

UNITY CHURCH ON THE SPACE COAST 
2000 South St in Titusville                 383-0195
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crystals, gems rocks
YOUR CRYSTAL SHOP       321-615-8927
www.yourcrystalshop.com        Cultural gifts 
2137 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Is, FL 32953

HEALTH FOODS
APPLESEED 1007 Pathfinder Rckldge    631-1444 
NATURE’S MARKET & CAFÉ               254-8688 
ORGANIC FOOD CTR  Indialantic       724-2383
PINETREE HEALTH                            777-4677 
SUNSEED CO*OP Cape Can  AIA         784-0930
SUNSHINE HEALTH FOODS Titusville  269-4848

HERBS, OILS & GIFTS
HERB CORNER  277 N. Babcock Melb 757-7522 

MAMA JO’S SUNSHINE HERBALS 
1300 Pine Tree Dr.   IHB              321-779-4647

Home Birth Services 
PAM PEACH L.M.        www.Birthingpath.com

mASSAGE THERAPY 
EILEEN A JACOBS, L.M.T.   321-773-0409
Reiki Master/Teacher • MM9571  •  MA 8698

NATURAL PET SUPPLIES
NATURAL PET  SPECIALTY SHOP  321-259-3005

PSYCHIC READERS
ANDREA de MICHAELIS                321-750-3375
Clairvoyant, honest, accurate, illuminating   

JORIE EBERLE                             321-638-0367 
Spiritual Teacher, Reader, Advisor, Classes 

ELLEN DOREEN  Psychic/Medium 321-298-1624
www.ellendoreen.com     MC/Visa/AmEx/Disc

REV. KATHRYN FLANAGAN            321-458-7956 
         Spiritual Advisor * Teacher* Tarot 
          Reiki * Weddings* Public Notary

REV. TERRI MCNEELY                   321-292-9292
Spiritual Advisor/Medium. Classes in 
Mediumship at Owl Visions Cocoa Village. Also 
crystals, jewelry, essential oils and blends.

MORGANA STARR                        321-506-1143
Psychic-Medium, Classes.  Private or group

Please email feedback about readers 
to horizonsmagazine@aol.com
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WILD OATS MARKETPLACE                    566-9333
2501 East Sunrise Blvd in Ft.  Laud 

PSYCHIC READERS
JANICE SCOTT-REEDER              954-698-6926
Tarotist and Astrologer, e/snail mail readings.
In person readings at the Cosmic Salamander
http://cosmicsalamander.com/

CHARLOTTE (941)
HEALTH FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINAL MARKET          941-255-2179

COLLIER COUNTY 
(239)  NAPLES

BOOKS & GIFTS
SACRED SPACE                            239-390-2522

CHURCHES
UNITY OF NAPLES   Books, gifts         775-3009 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET          239-434-7221 
FOR GOODNESS’ SAKE         353-7778 
FOOD & THOUGHT MKT CAFE         213-2222 
NATURE’S GARDEN                          643-4959
SUN SPLASH Market & Cafe               434-7721  
SUNSHINE Discount Vitamin      941-598-5393

COLUmBIA COUNTY 
(386)  lake city

BOOKS, GIFTS, APOTH
KEIPSAKE BODy EMPORIUM         386-758-1666 
182 S. Marion Ave. Lake City, FL 32025

duval (904) 
Jacksonville

BOOKS & GIFTS
EARTH GIFTS   www.earthgifts.com  389-3690
Wed - Sunday 10am - 6pm Closed Mon & Tues

SPIRITUAL UPLIFTS                      904-571-2586
3491 Pall Mall Dr Jax 32257    spiritualuplifts.com
 

CHURCHES
COSMIC CHURCH OF TRUTH          904-384-7268

UNITY CHURCH FOR CREATIVE LIVING  in Jax
www.unityinjax.com/                     904-287-1505

RECONNECTIVE HEALING
www.healingenergybyted.com   904-613-7608

ESCAmBIA (850)
pENSACOLA

CHURCHES 
UNITY OF PENSACOLA                  850-438-2277
716 N.  9th Ave.  www.unitypns.com

HiGHLANDS (863) 
SEBRING

CHURCH, CLASSES
UNITY LIFE ENRICHMENT CENTRE 863-471-1122
10417 S. Orange Blossom Blvd, Sebring 33875
http://www.unityofsebring.org

Hillsborough 
(813) Tampa, LUTZ

BOOKS, GIFTS, READINGS
MYSTIKAL SCENTS       813-986-3212

GAIA SPIRITUAL DOORWAYS        813-943-3666
26300 Wesley Chapel Blvd, Lutz Florida 33559
http://www.gaiaspiritualdoorways.com/

Indian River (772)
Vero, Sebastian

ACUPUNCTURE
COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE          772-766-4418
ACUPUNCTUREVEROBEACH.COM   772-770-6184

BOOKS & GIFTS
INSPIRED HEART  Old Dixie Hwy  772-696-1910

SPARK OF DIVINE                       772-257-6499
1789 Old Dixie Highway Vero Beach, FL 32960

CHURCHES
UNITY OF VERO BEACH     772- 562-1133
950 43rd Ave 32960        www.unityofvero.org

HYPNOSIS
http://HealthyReflectionsHypnotherapy.com

LAKE COUNTY 
BOOKS & GIFTS
CRYSTAL CLOSET (407) 878-2700
121 N Highland St Mount Dora, FL
www.thecrystalcloset.com

LEE COUNTY (239) 
FT. mYERS

BOOKS & GIFTS
SO MOTE IT BE                          239-689-3728
2267 1st St in Fort Myers, Florida 33901

Spiritual Development
ANDREA de MICHAELIS      321-722-2100
Working thru it    horizonsmagazine@aol.com 

YOGA 
SUNDARI YOGA STUDIO      321-613-5999
46 North Brevard Ave Cocoa Beach, FL
http://sundariyogastudio.com/

THE YOGA SPACE                        321-223-4285
1103 W Hibiscus Blvd, West Melbourne  32904

THEE HOUSE OF YOGA   Classes   321-726-9642
412 5th Ave, Indialantic, FL 32903
 

YOGA, mEDITATION
YOGA SHAKTI MISSION                321-725-4024
3895 Hield Rd in Palm Bay        yogashakti.org

ZEN mEDITATION 
OPEN MIND ZEN   openmindzen.com  427-3511
Al Rapaport/Sensei•Breathwork•Zen Dialogue

BrOWARD (954)
FT.  LAUDERDALE

BOOKS & GIFTS
ANGEL HAVEN   Las Olas Blvd Ft Laud   522-4720

CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
5809 Hollywood Blvd.  Hollywood, FL
954-989-6400  www.espcenter.com

CRYSTAL VISION 3160 Stirling Rd          981-4992
 
DIVINE LOVE INSTITUTE             954-920-0050
Hollywood, FL     www.divineloveinstitute.org
Gifts, Free Reiki Circle, Life Coaching, Akashic 
Record Certification, Angel Workshops, Magni-
fied Healing and IET Certification  

NATURE’S EMPORIUM             755-2223

NEW AGE BOOKS & THINGS                   771-0026
4401 N.  Federal Hwy Fort Lauderdale

SPIRITUAL JOURNEY      954-752-2329
7420 Wiles Road Coral Springs, FL 33067
http://spiritualjourneyweb.com

CHURCHES
CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING       954-566-2868
UNITY GATEWAY CHURCH               954-938-5222
UNITY CHURCH OF HOLLYWOOD     954-548-9320 

HEALTH FOODS
HEALTH FOODS PLUS                            989-3313
3341 Hollywood Blvd in Hollywood 

WHOLE FOODS MARKET 
810 University Drive Coral Springs        753-8000 
7220 Peters Road in Plantation             236-0600 
2000 N.  Federal Hwy Ft.  Laud            565-5655 
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THE MYSTICAL MOON                 239-939-3339
8890 Salrose Lane in Fort Myers 33912 
www.themysticalmoon.com   

THE MYSTICAL MOON                 239-301-0655
8951 SE Bonita Beach Rd Bonita Springs 34135

THE LABYRINTH        239-939-2769
12995 S.  Cleveland Avenue #108

CHURCHES
UNITY OF FT. MYERS                 239-278-1511
www.unityoffortmyers.org

Leon Cty (850) 
Tallahassee

BOOKS & GIFTS
CRYSTAL CONNECTION                     878-8500
1233 Apalachee Parkway in Tallahassee

STONE AGE Tallahassee Mall            383-0233 
 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
HONEYTREE 1616 N.  Monroe St           681-2000
NEW LEAF MARKET                            942-2557

marion County
(352) Ocala

BOOKS & GIFTS
BAREFOOT ZEN 1703 NE 8th Rd 34470   207-0281 

SOUL ESSENTIALS   Ocala      352-236-7000
Crystals, rocks, gems, unique gifts, healing gifts
805 SE Ft. King St       jensoul@embarqmail.com
http://soulessentialsofocala.com/

CROW’S CROSSROADS SHOPPE        352-235-0558

PIXIE DUST CRYSTALS AND SUCH  352-693-4592  
11781 SE HWY 441, Belleview, FL 34482 
Crystals, books, tarot, jewelry, candles, oils
pixieduscrystals@gmail.com

CHURCHES
UNITY OF OCALA 101 Cedar Road    352-687-2113 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET              352-351-5224

Ocala Ghost Walks 
www.ocalaghostwalks.com             352-690-7933

martin County 
(772) Stuart 

HEALTH FOODS/CAFE
PEGGY’S   5839 SE Federal Hwy           286-1401

SPIRITUAL CENTERS
UNITY OF FORT PIERCE                    461-2272
3414 Sunrise  oneness@unityoffortpierce.com

monroe (305) 
Keys, key west 

Aromatherapy & Herbs
BLUE MOON HERBALS, AROMATICS  305-587-8303
www.bluemoonherbals.com
30150 Overseas Hwy  Big Pine Key, FL 33043

HEALTHFOOD/Juice Bar
GOOD FOOD CONSPIRACY            305-872-3945 
US 1, Mile Marker 30 on Big Pine Key 
http://www.goodfoodconspiracy.com/

HELP YOURSELF FOODS       305-296-7766
829 Fleming Street in Key West, FL 33040
http://www.helpyourselffoods.com/

NEW AGE BOOKS,  GIFTS
BLUE MOON TRADER                     872-8864 

Okaloosa (850) 
Ft.  Walton Bch

CHURCHES
UNITY CHURCH  FWB         864-1232
 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
FEELIN’ GOOD!       Hwy 98 Destin      654-1005
 GOLDEN ALMOND        FWB            863-5811

Orange County 
(407) Orlando

APOTHECARY
GYPSY APOTHECARY HERB SHOPPE  407-745-5805
3540 South Orange Ave, Orlando, Fl, 32806
www.herbsorlando.com/

BOOKS & GIFTS
AVALON          Hillcrest St in Orlando 895-7439
CRYSTAL CLOSET  Mount Dora           878-2700
SPIRAL CIRCLE   750 Thornton Orlando 894-9854

buddhist CENTER
VAJRAPANI KADAMPA CENTER     407-896-3998
813 Montana 32803  meditationinorlando.org

HERBS, GIFTS 
LEAVES & ROOTS                  407- 823-8840 
9476 E.  Colonial Drive in Orlando 

mEDITATION CLASSES 
BRAHMA KUMARI MEDITATION CENTER 
FREE Meditation Classes   www.bkwsu.org
407-228-0026   Call   407-493-1931 

PSYCHIC medium
NICOLE BOWMAN                   1(800) 690-4839

Spiritual Counsel
PSYCHIC MEDIUM TORRE’            321-439-3073
Teacher, Healer         www.venusinvelvet.com

PALm BEACH (561)
BOOKS & GIFTS
EXPEDITO ENLIGHTENMENT CTR     561-682-0955
CRYSTAL CREATIONS                             649-9909
SECRET GARDEN                             844-7556
SHINING THROUGH                             276-8559
DREAM ANGELS        561-745-9355
SPIRITUAL AWAKENINGS   Lk Worth 561-642-3255

CRYSTAL GARDEN                           369-2836
2610 N.  Federal Hwy Boynton Beach 

Coffee & gifts
MOTHER EARTH COFFEE & GIFTS  561-460-8647
410 2nd Avenue North in Lake Worth, FL 33460

CHURCH / CLASSES
UNITY OF THE PALM BEACHES      561-833-6483

HEALTH FOOD/CAFES
NUTRITION S’MART                  561-694-0644
4155 Northlake Blvd PBG   nutritionsmart.com

HEALTH INSTITUTE
HIPPOCRATES HEALTH               561-471-8876
http://hippocratesinstitute.org       WPB 33411

PINELLAS (727)
ST PETE, CLRWATER
BOOKS & GIFTS
MYSTIC GODDESS       Largo             727-530-9994 
OTHER WORLDS         St.  Pete        727-345-2800
 

CHURCHES 
UNITY OF CLEARWATER       727-531-5259

PEOPLE’S SPIRITUALIST CH              727-823-5506

THE TEMPLE OF SPIRITUAL AWARENESS   709-3909 
www.templeofspirituala.wix.com/spiritual-awareness
Find us on Facebook

HEALTH FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET   St.Pete   727-347-5682
EARTH ORIGINS MKT   Palm Harbor 352-786-1231

ST LUCIE (772)
Books, gifts, events
THE OWL BUTTERFLY                  772-242-8166  
 US-1, Port St Lucie 34952 theowlbutterfly.com
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PSYCHIC READERS 
IN CASSADAGA, FL

UNITY CHURCHES IN FLA
Bonita Springs      239-941-3100 
Bradenton    941-758-6489  
Brandon    813-727-4431
Clearwater   727-531-0992
UnityNow    727-524-0600
Daytona Beach   386-253-4201
Delray Beach   561-276-5796
Dunedin        727-734-0635  
Fort Myers    239-278-1511
Fort Pierce    772-461-2272
Gainesville     352-373-1030 
Gulf Breeze   850-932-3076
Hollywood    954-922-5521
Jacksonville  904-287-1505   
Jacksonville  904-355-5100
Lakeland      863-646-5314
Lecanto       352-746-1270  
Leesburg       352-787-0834
Melbourne       321-254-0313  
Mount Dora       352-483-5683
Naples        239-775-3009   
New Smyrna Beach   386-481-0890
Northport/Pt Charlotte  941-423-8171
Ocala         352-687-2113
Orlando      407-294-7171  
Orlando   407-852-3940
Oviedo      321-206-5148
Palm Harbor     727-784-7911  
Pensacola             850-438-2277
Plant City         813-659-2624
Poinciana       863-427-4276
Port Richey     727-848-7702
Port St. Lucie     772-878-9819
St. Petersburg      727-344-1515   
St. Petersburgn    727-898-2457
St. Petersburg     727-527-2222
Sarasota        727-848-7702 
Sebring       863-471-1122
Sun City        813-298-7745 
Tampa          727-531-1836
Tampa     813-870-0731
Tampa     813-882-0440
Titusville    321-383-0195
Venice       941-484-5342
Vero Beach     772-562-1133
West Palm Beach   561-721-1267
West Palm Beach   561-833-6483

SPIRITUAL CENTERS
CRYSTAL CENTER OF ILLUMINATION    465-9327
Course In Miracles, TM, Tai Chi & Yoga

Sarasota (941)
BOOKS & GIFTS
ELYSIAN FIELDS    Midtown Plaza   941-361-3006 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
EARTH ORIGINS MARKET 365-3700 and 924-4754

SEmINOLE (407) 
SANFORD, lake mary

Church, BOOKS, GIFTS 
UNITY CHURCH OF CHRISTIANITY
4801 Clarcona Ocoee Rd ORL          407-294-7171

GIFTS, CONSULATIONs 
LUNASOL ESOTERICA   Sanford    321-363-4883

Spiritual Counsel
PSYCHIC MEDIUM TORRE’            321-439-3073
Teacher, Healer         www.venusinvelvet.com

SUwannee (386) 
liv3 oak, wellborn

books and gifts
KORNUCOPIA   386-963-4898
12093 CR 137 in Wellborn, FL 32094 
Tues thru Fri 10am - 5pm, Sat 10am - 3pm   
Antiques Candles Sage Incense Tarot Jewelry

Vvolusia (386) 
DAYTONA, NEW SmYRNA

books and gifts
CASSADAGA CAMP BOOKSTORE             228-2880

CHURCHES 
CASSADAGA SPIRITUALIST CHURCH 386-228-3171
COMMUNITY UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST dbcuuc.org
UNITY COMMUNITY CHURCH  NSB   386-481-0890

CRYSTALS AND GEmS
TIMELESS TREASURES                  386 252-3733
 Daytona Flea Market • Corner Shops CS 75&76 

PSYCHICS GEmS ROCKS
PURPLE ROSE  in Cassadaga          386-228-3315

Spiritual Counsel
PSYCHIC MEDIUM TORRE’            321-439-3073
Teacher, Healer         www.venusinvelvet.com

  

ALBERT BOWES                 386-228-3209

NELLIE EDWARDS                    386-228-0168 

TRACI DICAPRIO                     386-337-0536 
Psychic Medium        Also booking parties 
Email Sororfla@yahoo.com 

Rev. Dr. JAMES THOMAS           386-451-7214
Cassadaga Medium, Healer  IAM1981@aol.com

We Help People 
Get Well 

And Stay Well!
Our goal: rapid, effective, 

affordable treatment

• Acupuncture
• Laser Needle Acupuncture
• Laser Therapy 
• Pulsed Electromagnetic 
   Field Therapy (PEMF)

David Rindge, LAc, DOM, RN
Center for Cooperative Medicine
Healing Light Seminars
1601 Airport Blvd, Suite 1 
Melbourne, FL 32901
321-751-7001
www.CooperativeMedicine.com
www.HealingLightSeminars.com

David Rindge, 
LAc, DOM, RN

We specialize in 
modern, cutting 
edge therapies 

shown to heal a 
broad range of 

health conditions 
because of 
the science 

supporting them 
and because 

of the clinical 
results and lack 
of problems we 

have seen over many years. Pain
Sports Medicine
Urology / Prostate
Digestive Disorders 
Hair Loss – Alopecia
Respiratory Disorders
Cardiovascular Disease
Neuropathy / Nerve Pain
Bone Healing – Osteoporosis
Female / Gynecology / Fertility
Skin -- Acne, Dermatitis, Psoriasis
Hearing Loss, Meniere’s, Tinnitus
CNS Disorders – MS, Parkinson’s, Spinal Cord 
Injury

If you have been 
told that you or 
a loved one will 
just have to live 
with pain or that 
your health or 
that a specific 
condition cannot 
be improved, 
think again! 
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GeM SPoT:  MAlACHiTe
Margaret Ann Lembo is the author of Chakra Awakening; The Essential Guide to Crystals, Minerals and Stones; The 
Angels & Gemstone Guardians Cards; Color Your Life with Crystals; Chakra Balancing Crystal Alignment CD; The 
Essential Guide to Aromatherapy and Vibrational Healing and The Archangels & Gemstone Guardians Cards.. She
 is the creator of a line of award winning Aroma-Energetic Sprays including Smudge in Spray and the seven Chakra 

Sprays. Margaret Ann is an aromatherapist and the owner of The Crystal Garden — a book store, gift store, and spiritual center in southeast 
Florida.  www.MargaretAnnLembo.com   |  www.TheCrystalGarden.com

2610 N. Federal Highway, Boynton Beach, FL 33435  •  1-877-444-5099  •  www.TheCrystalGarden.com2610 N. Federal Highway, Boynton Beach, FL 33435  •  1-877-444-5099  •  www.TheCrystalGarden.com2610 N. Federal Highway, Boynton Beach, FL 33435  •  1-877-444-5099  •  www.TheCrystalGarden.com

Geranium Oil 5 ml.
Keeps away negative 

energy. Helps maintain 
focus. Rebalances 
hormonal havoc.

Rose Water Spray 2 oz.
Use for love, joy, and 

rejuvenation. A calming, stress 
relief aid. Known for its ability 

to aid in fertility, emotional 
balance, romance, and love.

Lavender Oil 5 ml.
Tool for meditation. 

Relieves mental 
exhaustion, stress, 

and anxiety.

Hyacinth Oil 5 ml.
Activates the energy fi eld 
that connects you to the 

spirit realm. Relieves 
stress and tension. 

Lilac Oil 5 ml.
 Sweet fl oral scent

Love and purifi cation.

Lavender Mist 2 oz.
A relaxant, soother and 

conditioner. Known for its 
ability to ease headaches and 

stress. Good as an antibiotic as 
well as an anti parasitic and is 

anti-venomous.

malachite is a stone that helps you get to the heart of a matter. This stone reminds you 
that as patterns are repeated in relationships again and again that there is a lesson to be learned. 
This stone helps you grow emotionally as well as mentally and spiritually as you recognize the 
emerging patterns. Many stones are cut and polished into the shape of a heart. Heart-shaped stones 
are dedicated to approaching whatever you are working on from the center of yourself—your heart 
chakra. Heart-shaped stones remind you that love is always the answer. Allow love. Love yourself. Nurture your-
self. If you are attracted to heart-shaped stones, you may want to improve your relationships—the relationship 
you have with others as well as the relationship you have with yourself. Use a heart-shaped stone to help focus 
your attention on attracting romance or more love into your life.

The Divine guidance from malachite is: 
What patterns in your life do you keep repeating? Are you ready to emerge from the maze you’ve created? Walk 
the labyrinth and find the higher spiritual purpose for all of your challenges and lessons. As you discover which 
patterns no longer serve you, remove them and replace them with new patterns. Look for the emerging patterns 
of joy, harmony, and inner peace. Embrace them and continue forward in your evolutionary spiral upward.

Excerpted from The Essential Guide to Crystals, Minerals and Stones
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...from page 8...

The gIfT of lIfe
The amount of love I felt was overwhelming, and from this 
perspective, I knew how powerful I am, and saw the amazing 
possibilities we as humans are capable of achieving during a 
physical life. I found out that my purpose now would be to live 
“heaven on earth” using this new understanding, and also to 
share this knowledge with other people. However I had the 
choice of whether to come back into life, or go towards death. 
I was made to understand that it was not my time, but I always 
had the choice, and if I chose death, I would not be experienc-
ing a lot of the gifts that the rest of my life still held in store. 
At first, I did not want to come back, because my body was 
very sick, and I did not want to come back into this body as 
the organs had already stopped functioning and I had all these 
open skin lesions. But it seemed that almost immediately, I 
became aware that if I chose life, my body would heal very 
quickly. I would see a difference in not months, but days!

I then started to understand how illnesses start on an en-
ergetic level before they become physical. If I chose to go 
into life, the cancer would be gone from my energy, and my 
physical body would catch up very quickly. I then understood 
that when people have medical treatments for illnesses, it rids 
the illness only from their body but not from their energy so 
the illness returns. I realized if I went back, it would be with 
a very healthy energy. Then the physical body would catch 
up to the energetic conditions very quickly and permanently. 
I seemed to become aware that this applies to anything, not 
only illnesses – physical conditions, psychological conditions, 
etc. I became aware that everything going on in our lives was 
dependent on this energy around us, created by us. Nothing 
was real – we created our surroundings, our conditions, etc. 
depending where this “energy” was. The clarity I felt around 
how we get what we do was phenomenal! It’s all about where 
we are energetically. I somehow knew that I was going to see 
“proof” of this first hand if I returned back to my body.

It felt as though I was drifting in and out between the two 
worlds, this physical world and the other side, but every time 
I drifted into the “other side”, I seemed to go deeper and 
experienced more “scenes”. There was one where I saw how 
my life had touched all the people in it – it was sort of like a 
tapestry and I saw how I affected everyone’s lives around me. 
There was another scene where I saw my brother on a plane, 
having heard the news I was dying, coming to see me (this was 
verified to me as when I started to come round, my brother 
was there, having just got off a plane). I then saw a glimpse 
of my brother and me and somehow seemed to understand it 
was a previous life, where I was much older than him and was 
like a mother to him (in this life, he is older than me). I saw in 

The Day I 
Crossed 
over 

that life I was very protective towards him. I suddenly became 
aware he was on the plane to come and see me, and felt “I 
can’t do this to him – can’t let him come and see me dead”. 
Then I also saw how my husband’s purpose was linked to mine, 
and how we had decided to come and experience this life 
together. If I went, he would probably follow soon after.

The Power of ChoICe
In addition, I seemed to understand that, as tests had been 
taken for my organ functions (and the results were not out 
yet), that if I chose life, the results would show that my organs 
were functioning normally. If I chose death, the results would 
show organ failure as the cause of death, due to cancer. I was 
able to change the outcome of the tests by my choice! I made 
my choice, and as I started to wake up (in a very confused 
state, as I could not at that time tell which side of the veil 
I was on), the doctors came rushing into the room with big 
smiles on their faces saying to my family…  “Good news – we 
got the results and her organs are functioning – we can’t be-
lieve it!! Her body really did seem like it had shut down!” 

“heaven on earTh”
After that, I began to recover rapidly. The doctors had been 
waiting for me to become stable before doing a lymph node 
biopsy to track the type of cancer cells, and they could not 
even find a lymph node big enough to suggest cancer (upon 
entering the hospital my body was filled with swollen lymph 
nodes and tumors the size of lemons, from the base of my skull 
all the way to my lower abdomen). They did a bone marrow 
biopsy, again to find the cancer activity so they could adjust 
the chemotherapy according to the disease, and there wasn’t 
any in the bone marrow. The doctors were very confused, but 
put it down to me suddenly responding to the chemo. Because 
they themselves were unable to understand what was going 
on, they made me undergo test after test, all of which I passed 
with flying colors, and clearing every test empowered me even 
more! I had a full body scan, and because they could not find 
anything, they made the radiologist repeat it again!!!! Because 
of my experience, I am now sharing with everyone I know that 
miracles are possible in your life every day. After what I have 
seen, I realize that absolutely anything is possible, and that 
we did not come here to suffer. Life is supposed to be great, 
and we are very, very loved. The way I look at life has changed 
dramatically, and I am so glad to have been given a second 
chance to experience “heaven on earth”.

Explore the Psychic 
and Spiritual 

Universe with us!

Spiritual teachers, 
mediums, healers, 

and psychics 
scheduled regularly.   

$3 fee  SUNdAYS 7 - 8:45pm  
 1357 Palmwood Dr.
Melbourne, FL 32935

321-543-3915

 Guest speakers and videos on exciting metaphysical topics!



yoga shakTI 
mIssIon

   

yoga 
CLaSSES  

7-8pm
$7 Per class or

$25/month unlimited 

monday - thursday
also

thursdays  
9:00-10:00 a.m.

yoga shakTI mIssIon 
3895 hield rd nw Palm bay
yogashaktipalmbay@gmail.com   

321-725-4024   
visit www.yogashakti.org  

First Saturday 
at noon 

VEgETarian 
LunCHEon  
$10  donation 
(children free) 

ma yoga shakti

Sunshine 
Lectures  
Sundays 
9 - 10am
Talks on 

Spiritual Topics 
NEW! Tai Chi

Sundays 5-6pm
1st class free

 Friday May 27 until Sunday May 29th  

Ma Mokshapriya Shakti will 
conduct a Retreat. The theme 
will be: Compare the teachings of 
Patanjali's Yoga Darshan with the 
teachings of the Bhagavad Gita  

Both scriptures will be 
studied and the message of 
each will be meditated upon.

a call to lightworkers to hold the vision of 
the political candidates’ awakening

In this election season and in particular today where mass 
consciousness emotions are high, I am calling out to Light-
workers and Vision Keepers to tap into that emotion and 
channel it in a positive direction. I’m asking you to hold 
the vision with me of awakened, compassionate candi-
dates in the race. If you feel someone dangerous is on the 
rise to political power, pray for his awakening and know 
that when many minds are gathered together with vision 
in prayer, miracles happen. It’s been said that when just 
1% of the population meditates upon peace and loving-
kindness, the effect spreads to the other 99% – and it works 
even if they don’t believe it. Here’s how we can help.

I know my centered-ness, my vision and my hopeful ex-
pectation can hold the space for others around me to 
tune into. My experience is if even one focused person 
can contemplate the scene and have faith in a successful 
outcome, that can entrain the consciousness of everyone, 
whether they are aware of it or not. 

We can help bring that about by how we look at each can-
didate, how we perceive them, how we perceive what 
they are doing and how we perceive what grand good they 
may be capable of.  And I mean how we perceive not their 
physical, personality self, but how we perceive each at 
his/her essence. How we perceive each candidate sepa-
rate from the overlay of any past history, hateful rhetoric 
and mean spirited jabs.

Why hold a vision of an awakened, compassionate Trump, 
for instance?  Because he’s getting into politics and he has 
the means to make things happen. Yes, right now they are 
self-serving, mean and unconscionably hateful things but 
if this man becomes powerful on the political scene, just 
imagine the amount of good he could do if he had a change 
of heart? 

That’s why lightworkers and visionkeepers can hold a vi-
sion of his having an awakening, a compassionate soften-
ing of his heart due to new understanding dawning in him. 
If he’s on the rise to political power, pray for his awaken-
ing and know that when many minds are gathered together 
with vision in prayer, miracles happen.

It does not matter what is going on in the rest of the world, 
we can chose to focus our thoughts and discipline our be-
haviors so much that we can have an excellent and pros-
perous life no matter who is in office, no matter what the 
official state of the economy, no matter what 
the scientists or environmentalists say is hap-
pening around us.

BECOME A VISION KEEPER WITH US?

Enjoy our offering this month. 
Hari Om.  
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Andrea

... from page 7 ...

“I want to look back on my life and be giddy 
with joy that I was the one who got to live it.” 

This month’s thoughts 
about things...

What would happen if God kept the little seeds intact so the 
Mother oak didn’t watch all her seeds split apart and crumble 
into mulch? We’d never see the glory of another oak.

We do not die, the body may drop but we awaken into a new 
day. “We” don’t have to have a body in order to exist and be 
productive. “We” exist apart from the body. Just as a favorite 
shirt becomes tattered and worn and finally wears out and we 
have to discard it, just so we discard this body when it’s time, 
and we wake up into a new day.



... from page 21 ...
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And rather than turn away from, or not accept, the experience 
because I cannot explain or understand it, I, like the astrono-
mers and quantum physicists, seek to explore the invisible and 
communicate with it through the language of creation and the 
movies of our minds.

What I share about spontaneous drawings and dreams grew 
from my work with patients and their families. I have always 
been an artist and a visual person. In 1977 I attended a work-
shop presented by Dr. Carl Simonton and in 1979 one present-
ed by Dr. Elizabeth Kubler-Ross. The former led to my first 
experience with guided imagery and the latter with a sponta-
neous drawing. Both revealed incredible insights and informa-
tion about my life, and so I became a believer and returned 
to my practice, where a box of crayons became one of my 
therapeutic tools. I was also quite angry about what I was not 
taught in medical school, about the significance of dreams and 
drawings as they relate to somatic and psychological factors.

I began to ask my patients and their families to draw pictures 
to help us make therapeutic decisions based upon not just 
intellect but inner knowingness, as well as to help family 
relationships and psychological issues. I was amazed by what 
I learned, and particularly the revelation of somatic aspects 
in the drawings. When I wrote to medical journals about my 
work, the articles were returned with the message that they 
were “interesting but inappropriate for our journal.” When I 
sent them to other places they were returned with a note say-
ing, “appropriate but not interesting.”

When I began to realize how much I hadn’t learned in medi-
cal school, I made contact with Jungian therapists to explore 
their work and wisdom. I will never forget a note I received 
from Susan Bach, the author of Life Paints Its Own Span, a 
book based upon the drawings of children with leukemia. I 
wrote to tell her what I had discovered and she wrote back, 
“Calm down; we know all this.” It confirmed the consistency 
and the truth of what was known because we had discovered 
the same things. 

What Bach learned in her early work was that both the psy-
chological and the physical were revealed in the drawings. I 
discovered that when the two sources of intelligence, intuition 
and intellect, were in conflict about a treatment the patient 
suffered more problems and side effects. The drawings re-
vealed the wholeness of mind and body, while integrating their 
life outside of the clinical area into the somatic aspects. I have 
made decisions to operate or not based upon my patients’ 
drawings. The somatic or organic aspect helped in the diag-
nosis, treatment, and prognosis and was an important means 

The InvIsIble 
language of 
our boDIes

of communication for the doctor, patient, and family. When 
parents see their child’s symbols predicting death they are 
more likely to let go or respond to their needs than if they are 
just listening to a doctor’s words.

We also save time by using drawings. When a child with cancer 
tells me she is not getting enough time from her family, I can 
talk to six people in her family and try to clarify the issue, or 
ask her to draw a picture of the family and then show her par-
ents how separate and untouched she feels. They are changed 
by the picture and I do not need an hour of discussion.

Inner knowingness speaks a powerful language and can be used 
for prevention, treatment, diagnosis and prognosis of an ill-
ness, as well as emotional problems or decisions an individual 
or family must make, including should I take chemotherapy or 
eat vegetables and more. Very often what one fears may be 
portrayed as therapeutic and the conflict between intellect 
and intuition resolved to the benefit of the patient.

Many factors are involved in diagnosing what is in a picture. 
Through the drawings we can learn and discover what is within 
us. The drawings opened my mind and led me to pursue knowl-
edge in a way that I had never been exposed to. I now refer to 
myself as a Jungian Surgeon and use drawings in our therapy 
groups and through my web site to help guide people. By 
exposing the unconscious and revealing the inner truth the dis-
harmony within individuals, families, and health care profes-
sionals ceases; then compassionate care and true healing can 
occur. Now spirit and symbol serve life, and we can be unique 
guides and coaches for those we care for and about.

I want people to discover their personal mythology and not my 
interpretation of it, so their soul can speak to them through 
images and their symbols can lead to transformation. Susan 
Bach talks about the drawings stirring us through our reac-
tions, surprising us through their meaning and our emotional 
reaction and fascinating through our curiosity. Symbols also 
open the door to something greater than any one person’s wis-
dom. They connect us to our inner knowingness, creative in-
stinct, rightness, and our creative designer. When we are done 
we know ourselves; and the unconscious becomes conscious. 
This communication can be done anywhere on this planet, with 
anyone, because symbols are a universal language. It can be 
preventive, as well as diagnostic.

We spend a lot of time and money on outer space but I think 
inner space offers the same wonder and mystery. Near death 
experiences tell us we are more than just physical bodies. I 
believe we sleep for long periods of time to give our body, 
brain, unconscious, and conscious minds the ability to commu-
nicate in the universal language of symbols. This universality 
can be seen in the symbolism and common themes of myths 
originating from various peoples. As Jung, said psyche and 
matter are complementary aspects of the same thing. We can 
communicate nonverbally with our bodies and the unconscious. 
Consciousness can be experienced as a universal field that 
affects us all. There is an inner intelligence within all matter 
that can be utilized by humans to become aware of somatic 
matters, induce self-healing, and reveal psychological insights. 
Try it yourself: Tonight ask yourself who or what decides 
what you will dream about?
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Aries – (March 19 – April 18) Success comes this month when 
you’re aligned with your soul mission and purpose. Think 
before you speak, and look before you leap.  With five planets 
retrograde at the beginning of May, (including Mars, your ruling 
planet) a simple miscalculation can mushroom into a mess. Yours 
is a sign of courage, but this month, choose peace and love. 
Stick to what you know is tried and true, and you’ll be golden. 

Taurus – (April 19 – May 19) This is a wow month for you, 
Taurus. With the new moon of May 6th in your sign, plus Venus 
and Mercury – you’re in all-star mode. Jupiter and Pluto, 
in corresponding earth signs, add to your grand entrance. 
The challenge comes from Saturn who is busy extracting 
a piece of your time and energy. Don’t let the paparazzi 
irritate you; stay consistent and let your radiance expand.  

Gemini – (May 20 – June 19) If only you could get everything 
done and out of the way, then you’d be free – to do what, Gemini? 
Mars and Saturn are playing tricks on you now. Mars wants your 
time, and Saturn wants your money; and both of them make it 
appear to be somebody else’s fault. The truth is: this is a season 
of detail work and scheduled productivity. It’s also time to 
claim the benefit of what you do well, and make it even better. 

Cancer – (June 20 – July 21) You may find yourself doing 
the same thing over and over this month, Cancer. Mercury 
retrograde impacts your plans until May 22nd, and if you start 
to feel like confusion reigns, just regroup and carry on. You will 
truly get ahead by looking past inconsistencies and holding firm 
to your plans. Jupiter grants a wealth of opportunities now, 
but you have to stay focused. Small messages yield big gains. 

Leo – (July 22 – August 21) May is a lovely month of release 
for you, Leo. Like a prism, the planetary rays Light up a 

rainbow of possibilities. Your first 
challenge is to slow down, yet 
stay productive. And, you want to 
be aware of those who might take 
unfair advantage of your generosity. 
May is big on taking action, on 
doing and be-ing, but the wise 
person will also put some careful 
thought into nailing a solid landing.  

Virgo – (August 22 – Sept 21) 
This month highlights protected 
expansion for you, Virgo. The 
planets have opened up the vault 
to Universal understanding; capture 
this information by recording your 
visions. The cornucopia of wisdom 

grants insight into both practical and mystical teachings. Although 
Mercury, your ruling planet is retrograde until May 22nd, this 
is a time of great clarity. Share this guidance with us, please!  

Libra – (September 22 – October 21) With so many planets in 
your solar 8th house of Taurus, May is your season of harvest. 
This is one time when changing your mind does not serve 
you. You may even think that this bounty is not real, or, that 
it’s not quite time, but this is not so. The angels have been 
working overtime to protect you. Claim your right to feast on 
the time and effort you’ve put forth; it’s been a long haul. 

Scorpio – (October 22 – November 20) Mars and Saturn 
retrograde in your money sector invite you to keep your cash 
at home. Just shift into receiving mode, Scorpio, because with 
Pluto beaming a rainbow of inspiration and color into your solar 
7th house of relationships, people want to see your Light. This is 
your time to dig deeply into all that makes you happy; let go of the 
uncertainty that has haunted the past, and move ahead with joy. 

Sagittarius – (November 21 – December 20) If and when you 
find yourself feeling annoyed at missed connections, go for a 
walk and reconnect with your sense of joy and wonder. Jupiter 
and Neptune are performing a twisting maneuver on your 
sign now, and your best response is to get a breath of fresh 
air. Keep your feet on the ground; the forces of tension and 
release will naturally move you to the place you want to be.  

Capricorn – (December 21 – January 19) The planets are 
presently activating your joy sectors, Capricorn; this is the place 
in your heart and soul where you live and let live, where you 
let go, and get busy making peace with your path. There is also 
an unexpected benefit to making time to play as your passion 
and natural interests fuel success. As you relax and enjoy your 
life, you’ll find that inspiration opens the door to productivity. 

Aquarius – (January 20 – February 17) What an exciting time! 
Pluto, now retrograde, is relieving you of ancestral or karmic 
bondage and setting you FREE. This is about core issues; your 
very essence is transforming and like the Fool in the tarot deck, 
you are embarking on a new journey. You may have to wait 
a bit (after Mars stations direct on June 29th) to fulfill your 
leap of faith, but, I know that you know where you’re going. 

Pisces – (February 18 – March 18) Many secrets are revealed. 
Motivations of others now make sense, and you see recent 
partners in a new light. Now you understand why things unfolded 
in the way they did, and the best part is that you’re totally 
free to move on. And, yes, Universal Laws will turn the wheels 
of karma. This is the beginning of a new era for you, Pisces; 
one that opens the door to equality and true partnership. 

HoroSCoPeS
MAy 2016

Maya White is a Master Destination 
Astrologer and one of only 90 people in 
the world certified in Astro*Carto*Graphy, 
a specialized branch of astrology which 
helps people find their perfect place on 
earth for love, prosperity, and personal 
growth. She's also the creator of Easy 
Astrology Oracle Cards published by Hay 
House. Visit Maya’s website and sign up to 
receive her weekly newsletter. 
www.MayaWhite.com

Cusp dates are accurate for 2016. Sometimes the actual date the sun 
enters the sign varies by a day or so because of a leap year, or, even 
the time of day. I assure you these cusp dates are correct for 2016.
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...continued from page 9

abraham-hICks

beIng DelIberaTe Does Take PraCTICe

But it takes some practice to say, which feels better? Which 
feels better, this thought of my mother, or this thought of my 
mother? “But Abraham, you don’t understand. This is who my 
mother is, mostly.” That wasn’t the question. Which feels 
better, this thought or this thought? “But Abraham, you don’t 
understand...” That wasn’t the question. Which feels better, is 
the only question--that’s the only question that your Guidance 
System is asking. Which feels better, this thought or this thought?

whICh feels beTTer, 
To PraIse or To CrITICIZe? 

“Oh, but you don’t understand, there’s nothing to praise and 
there’s lots to criticize.” That’s not our question. Which feels 
better? Which feels better? “But Abraham, you don’t understand. 
You didn’t see what happened.” 

No, we didn’t. We’re not vibrating there with you. But our 
question to you is, which feels better, which feels better? “But, 
but, but, but Abraham, you need to be here where we are so 
that you understand what we’re trying to tell you.” Which feels 
better? -- is the only thing that your Guidance System is asking 
you.

so whICh feels beTTer, To PronounCe To 
The worlD or To myself, I’m noT free? or 
To PronounCe To The worlD, I Can make 

more DeCIsIons?

Nobody can get inside your head and make you think. Sometimes 
it feels like it, because they’re clamoring in your face so loud 
with whatever they’re saying. But you have the ability, if it 
is your desire, to feel good. You have the ability to withdraw 
from whatever thought is bothering you, get off to yourself, 
and reclaim your connection to Source Energy. And that is the 
freedom that you are looking for.

You have the ability to look here where there is not resistance. 
Jesus said, to turn the other cheek, and that’s exactly what he 
was talking about. Resist not evil. Turn the other cheek -- and 
achieve vibrational harmony with that which feels better.

All of you have access to Source Energy! It is always within you, 
always radiating through you. Sometimes you are providing 
a shadow that doesn’t let it shine, more than others, and 
sometimes you are letting it shine fully. But the more you 
are letting the fullness of who you are radiate through you, 
the better you feel about everything -- and the more you are 
contributing to the whole of things. However, in any case, you 
cannot get it wrong!

Cover ArT
Star Mermaid  

by Jane Delaford Taylor

The star in this painting 
symbolises hope, and 
dreams come true; the 
mermaid is reaching out 
towards this light as she 
swims up from the green 
depths of the ocean. The 
water here represents 
past emotions and old 
memories, old ways 
of ‘be-ing’ which are 
no longer needed, and 
the star above, formed 
by the sun’s brilliance 
shining and reflecting on 
the water, reaches down 

I’ve been painting and drawing since I could 
hold a pencil, and worked as a professional 
illustrator for many years, but am now doing far 
more of the thing I love best - painting in oils on canvas. 
I regularly sell worldwide and love connecting with the 
people who buy my work (it’s all original art - no prints 
here I’m afraid!) - and most of what I do nowadays is 
what’s termed ‘inspirational’ art. That’s art for healing, 
using images and colours that touch us at a deeper level, 
so that the simple presence of the painting on a wall 
provides a continuous gentle reminder to lift the soul to 
joy. 
 
For me painting is one of the necessities of life,- I find it 
energising and transformational and couldn’t imagine not 
doing it! I tend not to plan too far ahead but just move 
with the spirit, literally, although themes of subject 
and colour do tend to develop anyway – at the moment 
it’s nature, big time! Or nature spirits and angels – 
sometimes I have no idea what is going to materialise on 
the canvas before I pick up my brush! What I do find is 
that folk will often say that a particular picture speaks 
to them on a deep level, and brings them a great deal of 
joy – and selling my work like this is so rewarding on a 
personal level too!  I also do commissions for clients who 
have a specific image in mind that they want to bring 
to life – there are some samples on my website, which 
you may like to check out just for fun – you can find my 
work at www.janedelafordtaylor.com or email me at 
chalicewell@hotmail.co.uk

with its rays to light the upward path and show the way. 
So this painting is all about focus; keep your eyes on the 
light, stay hopeful and trusting,and  you will achieve your 
goal!
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As hopeless as any situation feels, 
it‘s really only your thoughts that 

you’re dealing with.  And you 
have the power to change those.     

Louise Hay
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When we think that the 
world has unlimited 
resources, our world 
becomes unlimited.  

Ma Yoga Shakti


